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Fulton. Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, October 7, 1949

County Polio Victims
Get Foundation Aid

I

SPEAKS HERE TUESDAY

Doctor of Community !
Ailments Visits
I
In Fulton

Number Forty
g

a x Bills
n Hands of Sheri
/%J

•fr
"Doctor of community ailments" specializing in diagnosing community problems is visiting in Fulton this week at the
Mrs. Grace Cavender, Public Health Nurse
invitaton of several civic groups
Amount Does Not Include Franchise Taxes
'-e>4
in an attempt to diagnose the
The News welcomes Cayce
Receives
Letter
From
Ky.
From Large Corporations or Ad Valorem
Chapter
problems
confronting
Fulton's
High school to its weekly roundvarious groups. John H. Given,
That Bills Would Be Paid
Levee: Discount Offered to Nov. 1
up of school news .. . which you
director of the Bureau of Comstudents will find on the inside
Through
the
tireless
and
bills
fur property owners in Fulton county are now in the
Tax
munity
Service
of
the
University
pages. We thus pretty well commanitarian efforts oi Mrs. Graee
of Kentucky has spent several hands of Sheriff A. G. Wynne, and total more than $210,509, Nora
plete the area picture with Fol.
Cavender from Marian William.days here gathering data to help Bondurant efficient deputy sheriff told the News yesterday. The
South Fulton, Chestnut Cavender, Fulton County's hard- son of the Kentucky Crippled
ton,
working public health nurse, exformulate plans for possible tax bills, prepared by County Court Clerk -C. N. Holland cover
Glade and Cayce. If any other
Children Commission, she was
penses incurred by the parents
community improvement.
levies made by the State, county for road and special levy, county
schools wish to contribute news
advised that outstanding bills for
of the county's polio victims will
Today, (Friday) he• will be school tax, Fulton City school tax and Hickman City School tar.
to this page we veill gladly sent receive
the county's polio victims would
financial aid from the
:hest speaker at the Lion's Club
the reporters a supply of stamped
be paid by the Commission upon
Broken down they are as fol *
Kentucky Chapter of the Naand will outline the functions of lows:
envelopes and stationery on representation to them.
tional
Foundation
of
Infantilc
levied against residents of the'
his organization as well as to
quest—and will welconi, the
taken thei
Mrs.
Cavender
has
State—$16,873.22
Paralysis. In a letter to Mr_s.
county living along the Missiscite instances of other communinews.
cases of the polio victims into!
gen.
County (road special levy,
sippi River. They do not include,'
ties that solved their problems. exp.)—$71,688.06
her heart and has left no stone
franchise taxes from large cor- Mr. Given will prepare a broGeorge Vico, Detroit 'rigers
unturned to give them the aid, RALPH WOODS, distinguished
Cbunty School—$52,408.12
porations.
First Baseman, was in town
financial .and humanitarian, that President of Murra4 State Col- chure on Fulton's community
School—$47,482.32
Fulton
Sheriff Wynne said that a disTuesday visiting friends. George,
they need. The polio situation is lege, will address RIstarians and problems for publication at a • Hickman School—$22,057.92
count of two per cent-is given ta
whose home is in California, is a
only one of many that Mrs. Cav- their guests in Fulton next Tues- later date.
more
of
bills
tax
total
The
taxpayers who settle their bills
graduate of the Fulton Kitty
ender does efficiently and well day during the annual Rural-Urthan $210,509 do not include an before November 1. He said that
League team of a few years back
ban dinner. An authority on
Neighboring cities of Martin, in the case of public health.
.Fultonians Attend Meet amount of $5000 to be collected collections were coming in nicericulture, Woods was sent overand reportedly likes Fulton so Tenn., and Union City, Tenn.,
The letter follows:
as an ad valovem levee tax, ly' and would be more than half
seas last year to study economic Of Ralston Purina Co.
well that he has said that when have gone over tlie top in drives
collected at the expiration of the
TIIE
KENTUCKY
CRIPPLED
conditions.
his plasing days are over, he will for polio funds held in the resdiscount period. The total tax
Wyatt
Hall,
J.
A.
Willingham,
CHILDREN
COMMISSION
move here to live.
pective cities. Martin reported
levies for this year are slightly „,„1
Joe Reed, and T. J. Easterwood
October 4, 1949
last week that it had collected ,
in excess of last year and result Nl
all of Fulton, recently returned
Airs. Grace G. Cavender. PHN
Today is the date for the Chest- nearly $4,000 in its drive and
from higher assessments, new
from a visit to the Purina ReCounty
Health
Dept.
Fulton
includes
day
fair;
the
Glade
nut
Union City reported a similar
buildings and other new tax revsearch Farm at Gray Summit,
Fulton, Kentucky
shows, exhibits, contests, noon successful drive in collecting
Missouri, near St. Louis, where
Dear Airs. Cavender:
Tonight (Frida-y-) when the enue measures.
lunch, and the probability of nearly $3800.
Deputy Sheriff Bondurant said
they saw practical feeding and Fulton A3ulldogs invade Murray
This replies to your letter of
some fast and furious action in
An concerted emergency polio
The nearly 100 faighful mem- management operations designed for their annual football com- that she would be be back in
the Welch-Chestnut Glade bas- drive for Fulton County has not October 3, concerning confusion
to help farmers produce more petition, members of the Fulton Fulton to make aollections posketball game tonight at 8:00 p. m. yet materialized, although funds of transportation on Polio pa- bers of the Walnut qlrove Methtients going to Memphis and odist Church on the- Dukedom meat, milk and eggs from the High Band should be there to sibly on the 14, 15, 29 and 31 of I
We'll see you there .
are desperately needed to pay ,
persons who can Highway, have started a drive poultry and livestock on their give them the moral support they October.
pressing bills incurred by desti- Louisville. All
need. Members of band want to
pay their own transportation this week to erect a new church own farms.
The City Council has gone on tute families of polio victims.
they to replace the small frame buildOn the Purina Research Farm go, too, but transportation is
record as opposing the issuance
Needed too are funds to send are expected to do so, if
are unable to pay their trans- ing erected by forefathers of the of 73 acres, the newest rations needed to take studentA and
of a drink Itrense for Fulton the victims back to the hospital
firms. Subject came up following in Paducah and Louisville for - portation, then the Kentucky present membership, whose resi- and methods of feeding were ex- band instruments.
Fifteen cars will be needed to
Chapter of the National Foun- dents are steady patrons of Ful- plained to these men and other
the request of the Moose Lodge follow-up treatment.
carry the band members, and a
dation for Infantile Paralysis ton's business houses are calling visitors on the tour.
for same.
1
will be responsible. We would on their many friends here to
A banquet and entertainment pick-up or panel truck will be All schools in Fulton County
--be most appreciative if the bills assist them in the drive.
was held at th,e Ralston Purina necessary to carry the big int are eligible to participate in a
Those of you who are residents
could be approved at the
A committee composed ot Company in St. Louis in honor struments.
$400 State Essay Contest anof the City of Fulton should
Persons, who will volunteer to nounced this week by the KenHealth Department and. then Frank Sellars. Royce Jolley and of the visitors. They were also
keep abreast of the financial aftheir
in
sent to this office. We would Milton Counce is in charge of taken for tours of the Chow Mill carry the band members
tucky Congress of Parents and
fairs of your city. Turn to the ancars, are asked to notify Mr. Teachers. Prizes will be given
like the bills in duplicate and the. building fund drive. Mrs. and Research Laboratories.
nual auditor's report, printed
school
the
at
either
Cothran
The vicinity's seige of incle- approved by your Department. Frank Sellars is building fund
the best essays urging voter apelsewhere in today's papij and
With appreciation of your treasurer. Rev. F. G. Smithmier
Mrs. Ann DeMyer of Oklahoma (Tel. 665) or at home (Tel. 1023). proval of a Constitutional Aget a quick summary of just how ment brought death to two resiwere
fans
football
loyal
ever
If
mendment to raise the State's)
your city is being run, and what dents on Tuesday when W. J. kindness and cooperhtion, I is pastor of the church and Glenn City Okla., is the guest of her
Sampson. an Illinois Central em- am,
Walker is Sunday School super- brother, Harry Potter on Fifth needed to help the band. tonight $5,000 salary limit.
with.
real
the
show
time
to
the
is
Sincerely
yours,
street.
ployee of Fulton and Berthel
intendent.
Topic for the 750-word essays
school spirit.
MARION WILLIAMSON
is "How We Can Make a Better'
Allie Roper, a native of Fulton, Wiley of near McConnell, Tenn.
Director
automoble
acciKentucky by, Passing Keintucky'S
who lett here in 1912 for Cali- were killed in
Health. Vell:Pre, Salary' Limit
fornia, revisited his home town dents near Fulton.
Lena Stokes Fund
mensitnent
.
'
Two
and
Educe*
others
were
injured in Water Valley Citizen
this keek--the third time in the
Ni,
ely
Progressing
Rules
and -Is/aground material-1v
accidents.
They
are:
Tuesday's
27 veers he has been %V . Mite
dropped in the office to chew the Paul Plant of Crutchfield, a pa- Passes Away Thursday
being have been mailed to all schools.
Much enthusiasm is
The author of the best essay
fat awhile with his old school- tient in the Fulton Hospital, who
shown in the drive to collect
Mrs.
Mollie
Yates,
beloved
citwill win $100. Second prize is Oa
orate, Eph Dawes and to get a lot is resting after severe lacera- izen of Water Valley passed afunds for the Lena Stokes Memand third, $25. Nine Congr'esof laughs out of an old 1911 pap- tions about the face.
orial Fund in the South Fulton
sional District prizes of $2.5swill
A. L. Peterson, Slidell, La., a way Thursday morning at the
er we have on hand. Hale and
School, Mrs. Clyde Fields chairFulton
Hospital
after
an
illness
hearty for his 60-odd years, Attie patient in the Haws Hospital, of six v:eeks. She was 82. Ad- Mrs. Robert Thompson Named Master Homemaker man of the committee said to- be given. All will be U. S. Savings Bonds. All these winners
hasbeen connected with the mo- who is doing nicely. '
day.
mitted to the hospital when she
also %Olt be given a free trip try
Mrs. Duncan of State Highway Department
tion picture industry for all of I The. accident in which Mr. suffered a stroke at her home,
2
through
October
This
week,
Louisville with a parent on Nohis working years, but is now I Sampson was killed.occurred at she bore her illness with ChristTells Women About Kentucky Wonders
the 8th, has been designated as vember 5 to receive the awards.
easing off into retirement, he 1 11 o'clock, two miles south of ian courage.
Lena Stokes Memorial Fund
All schools are to turn essaye
assistant
stressed
the
says. lie makes his home in Glen- Fulton on 45E (Martin Highway)
lisher,
Mrs.
Duncan
Duncan.
Jewell
Mrs.
Born in Weakley County on
Week at the school and containsuperintendent
dale, Calif.. and is a brother of in front of the home of Wade April 26. 1867, ahe was the claugh.. director of Information for the importance of Kentucky's tour- ers have been placed in down- into the county
prior to October 22.
W. H. Roper of Fulton; Mrs. At- Cox. The cause of the accident ter of Albar and Lou Croft, long State Highway Department was ist industry, and advised that the town stores for admirers of the
tie is a Milner und the sister of is not known, but according to time residents of Fulton. She was 'the principal speaker at the 21st State's would-be share of the Na- beloved school teacher to make
Jim !Milner, late city clerk here. two witnesses, James Smith and married to Robert Yates who annual meeting of Fulton Coun- tion's tourist money is about contributions to the memorial Burnette, Cunningham
His parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Robert Peeler of Dresden, the preceded her in death 24 years a- tY Homemakers last Friday at $25,000,000.00. She told of the fund, which will)ae to erect some
To International Show
Roper, . vere pioneers in this Sampson automobile, a 1930 or go.
Hickman and told of the many natural beauties of Kentucky and part of the new 'building.
'31 Model A Ford left the high
Geofge Ely Burnette, Route L,
area.
advantages and beauties of Ken- said that the State was not utilizFuneral
services
will
be
held
If you have not already made
way, hit a telephone pole and
today (Friday) at two o'clock tucky as one of the "wonder ing its potentialities in getting your contribution, do so today. Fulton and Harold Cunningham,
turned
over,
with
a
telephone
tourist
national
Hickman Countian who lives on
We learned this week, much to
from the
Primitive
Baptist States" of America. At tbe en- its share of the
in memory of the wonderful lady the Fulgham-Metropolis road
our rearets, that Fulton's "in- transformer smashing through Church of which chureh she was tusiastic meeting attended by dollar.
who devoted so many years of
the
car.
The
automobile
immedlost
to
homemakhave accepted an invitation from
fant" industry is being
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, president, service to teaching
a member for 36 years. She will more than 100 county
Fulton's J. W. Whitehouse, State Leader
Martin. Mr. and Mrs. Terry iately burst into flames and the be buried in the Church ceme- ers Mrs. W. B. Sowell was elected called the meeting to order at
Robert 10:30. Mrs. W. B. Sowell led the youngsters.
in 4-H Club Work, to attend the
Mrs.
Moore. ofiginators of the Lucky- two youths attempted to pull tery. Jackson Brothers Funeral president and
International Dairy Exposition
Thompson, of the Palestine com- group in singing "America the
Tott Shoe Company in the Whit- Sampson from the burning car, Home is in charge.
in Indianapolis on October 1 1th
munity, pne of the county's most Beautiful," "Cradle Song," and Miss Brady Temporary
nel Building on West State Line, but were unable to do so, as his
She
is
survived
by
two
sons,
and 12th.
(manufacturers of infants' shoes) right arm was pinned beneath. Guv Yates of Water Valley Route accomplished women, was named "The Home Fort." The Rev. L.E.
After a coroner's inquest in 2, and Buen Yates of Fulton master Homemaker of Fulton Grosclose, pastor of the church, Manager Of Theatre
George Ely won the trip by virhave bravely struggled along
with their little business for the Union City the body was identi- Route 3: She is also survived by County.
Miss Virginia .Brady, who has tue of his grand championship,
gave the devotional. All clubs
past 18 months or so, survived the fied by •his wife as being Mr. two grandsons Bob and Edward.
paid been assistant manager of the Jersey award at Mayfield this.
and
Other officers elected were: answered roll-call
crises, and watched their little Sampson. The identity was made
their State dues. The project Malco Theatre for the past three year: Harold's Guernsey, as
Mrs.
Homer
Secretary-treasurer,
industry slowly gain mopientum. from the license plate, a ring on
were given as a years has been named manager grand champion in his division,.
MRS. ALFORD-IS SA5IE
Weatherspoon, Home furnish- leaders' reports
Now that they have landed some his finger, and part of the sleeve
The innumberable friends of ings, Mrs. Charles Adams; Cloth- telephone party line conversa- of that movie house temporari- also won him the trip.
The trips are being sponsored,
nice orders they have been ob- of a leather jacket, which he was popular Mrs.
M. Alford will ing, Mrs. D. J. Murchison; Clafts, tion from which much valuable ly, it waslannounced today.
by the Ballard Mills of Louisville
liged to cast around for more wearing when he left home earl- regret to hear that she continues
information was learned. Mrs.
Miss Brady, daughter of Mr.
Mrs.
Park
Wheeler:
Landscape,
ier
in
and
the day prior to the India:eat
the evening for Martin. He quite ill at the
roomy quarters, and have found
Fulton Hospital Mrs. L. A.•Clifton; Home man- Bertha McLeod, home agent, and Mrs. E. Brady of this city
them in Martin. We wish Fulton was driving toward Fulton when where she was admitted Tuesday
that Home- will serve until a new manager trip the grand championship
saying
talk,
gave
a
agement, Mrs. Wayne Yates:
could have provided. Good luck, the accident occurred.
makers must not only tell their is appointed by the Ten-Ark-Ken winners in the State's five &Safter suffering a stroke at her Food, Mrs. Clem Atwell.
Terry—we have appreciated your
Mr. Sampson was born in Un- home on Second street.
neighbor, but show her about Paramount Theaters, purchasers trict shows will mclet in Louisville for a trip through the Balprinting orders.
ion City, April 4, 1904 and was
Homemaking.
of the Malco Theatre.
Her daughter, Mrs. Bob Irvine
Federation officers are:
lard Mills.
reared there. For a while he Taylor of Dyersburg and her
Miss Leona Gillette, Assistant
Citizenship, Mrs. Charles Latworked' at the Union City Can- grand children are at her bed- tus; Publicity, Mrs. Bill Holland; State Leader, brought greetings
Lt. Billy Reed, arrived Mon4 Kentucky's nery and about
On October 1.
22 years 'ago side. The staff of the News joins Reading, Mrs. Clyde Corum.
from the University of Kentucky day for a visit with his parents,
First Educational district, spear- moved to Fulton,
where he and the hundreds of friends of this
In her dyliamic talk, inter- and complimented Fulton County Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed. We
headed by President Lawrence his family have made their
home. beloved Fultonian in wishing for spertsed with her own experienc- Homemakers on their work for is en route to a new station in
Holland, will kick-off on a drive
(Continued On Page 7)
her a speedy recovery.
El Paso, Texas.
es as a weekly newspaper pub- the year.
to obtain a State sales tax for
On Thursday night F-A, zy,
school fund purposes. Pres. Holthe Cayce F.F.A. boys me* Westland is convinced that it's the
ern F.F.A. boys in the f'rst bait
only ay to get the sorely-needgame of the year. The r-ine was
played on the Cayce floor.
ed additional salary money.
Cayce defeated Western by a
practice, I mas Program. When it again re- large score of 47 to 19.
By Paul Westpheling
man; they represent full maturi- 'tually-interested group.
with
comes
that
All
of
man-inPESSIMISTIC
MOST
Cayce dressed out 13 ,)layera
1 turns to Fulton we hope enough
Just a few braved the damp. ty down to students in their ,I They were all there Tuesky, and perforthances.
town-dept.: C. P. 'Noah" Bruce,
teens, playing side by...• side be- just as interested and happy as
The driving force behind this interested citizens will wade for the game, which ar- as folwho kept a boat ready out in drizzling night last Tuesday to
lows:
James Brawner, Bob
cause they like to play.
they could be, and they were group, the one who last year or- through the snow, if necessary,
front of his woodworking shop wend their way to the Woman's
When you find such true mu- very proud of their performance ganized it as simply a quartette, to hear it, applaud its work, and Brown, Joe Harrison, Pete Jones,
on Lake street extension all dur- Club auditorium ig Fulton to
'spur it on to continue its ad- Harvey Bondurant, Roland Ading this week's heavy rains, just hear the first local' performance sicianship as tbat in an organi- and their progress, as they have -the one who has built it to its
am,s James Smith, Lester Patof the Union City String ensem- zation, the chances are that the a right to be. One could see that present strength of 25 . . and vancement.
in case . . . we presume.
rick, Tommy Jones, James Lawgroup's work is going to produce they were considerably rrke-e who is planning to add several
ble. Less than 100, we'd say.
It is a splendid undertaking,
son, Clem Atwell, Glynn Sawa
But then, we doubt that the some genuine good and worth- concerned with their pizzicatos more members in the iminediate off to a good start.
and Charles King.
By the way, it DID rain this 25 musicians in the group cared while music as it matures.
and their crescendos arid theii future, is Margaret (Mrs. Don)
James Browner was high point
week.
For the student, this new en- obbligatos than they were W;th Gardner of Unien City, vidinst. FULTONIANS ATTEND
too much . . . and there in lies
man with 21 points, while Bob
a story, and our fond hope for semble provides immeasurable the dollars taken in at the gat*
Margaret is so interested in FLORAL DESIGN SCHOOL
Brown tossed in 15 points.
something truly worth while and happiness and inspiration to stu- (as helpful as they may be!), and ensemble work that, needing an
VISITS IN LEXINGTON
The Cayce High Tigers wilt
Mr. and Mrs. Uel Killebrew,
enjoyable for us in this area, in dy harder, work harder, and per- although their performance was other double-bass, she instructed
Mrs. Malcolm Bell, Mrs. Ruth open their baskelball season dpar
Jennings Kearby, popular loc- many seasons to come.
feet his tone, technique and co- a little fuzzy in places and lack- her dentist-husband, himself
October with Cuba st
al attorney is today visiting in
One can't help feel that the ordination in the company of ed the tone and polish of finished non-musician, in its fingering and Scott and Mrs. J. E. McNatt at- 14th of
Lexington, Ky., where he will musicians and their conductor, more skilled performers.
performers, the ensemble shows playing, and Don now wields the tended the Floral Design School Cula.
PETE dr KENNETH
and and dinner meeting given 497 the
combine business With pleasure. are intensely interested in music
For the adult, the ensemble of- excellent promise of flowering big bow in the back row
He will visit with his sister, a for the sheer enjoyment that fers the grand opportunity of a- into first-class group with mere does a creditable job at it, too. Paducah Florists last night at
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Henderson
student at the University of Ken- they themselves derive from gain unpacking his instrument cellos. stronger harmony support
Following a short road tour, Hotel Irvin Cobb in Paducah.
The noted Al DeMero was the have returned from a business
tucky and attend the UK-Georgia Playing together. They come from and enjoying many hours
hap- and more precise, concerted at- the ensemble will return to practrip to Springfield, Mo.
football game on Saturday.
Union City, Fulton and Hick- piness in the company of a niu- tack.
tice in Union City on a Christ- designer for the evening.
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heart
There is ... nothing that keePs theoneself
young like sympathy. like giving
or
thing
with enthusiasm to some worthy
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1949

Your Newspaper And You
This is National Newspaper Week. It is a
lime when editorial writers dust off the plat
about freedom of the press, lofty ideals,
±tudes
.
and the preservation_of American ideaLs.
frat-These reminders once each year in the
ernity of the Fourth Estate, do most of us
good, because it gives us a sense of satisfraction to ponder that somewhere maybe, in
the confines of -our hearts we are doing a job
'that is worthwhile, often helpful and some
'times constructive.
With all the bouquets about service we
throw at each other during this week, the
/editorial writer on any newspaper in the
world bears in mipd also, that newspapering
is a business. It is as much a business as your
groce_ry store, your utility company, your dry
,good merchant. Gathering news, completely
gond thoroughly, is as much a commodity with
MS. as a can of soup to the groceryman, or a
pulowatt to the utility company, or a pa r
acif shoes to the dry goods merchants.
A newspaper that sets as its policy the
'publishing of news that pleases a favored few,
js rendering the same kind of service as a
sgroceryman who tries to palm off a cabbage
with fresh outer leaves, but a core decayed
to the wormy stage. If week after week we
pa•inted the news slanted to the pattern of
complacency prevailing hereabouts in some
circles, then we are deceiving our readers,
pur customers and the merchants and bust-pessmen for whom we are gratehil for a eonqinued patronage.
Of course, there ARE many things
staright with Fulton." The publisher of this
mewspaper told you that months and months
ago. We wouldn't be here if there were not.
!There are wide awake clubs for men and
-women, good strets, good people, good eity
Ooverrinient, good industries, good schools
nand teachers, poor salaries. The city promoted
sa fine and successful fair and a score of othger things.
Bbt everything is NOT RIGHT. Let's face
Lit We need and want to grow. We need °opportunities for good positions for our young
amen and women who graduate from high
.school each year. We want to keep our own
Iere and to bring other people to settle and
to rear their families here. We want our
children ty get the best educational advantages by keeping our teachers happy and well
paid. These things cannot be done with a,
"we are happy with things as they are attitude."
Complacency is the deadliest form of disease. It gnaws at the heart of progress like
deadly cancer. Eventually it will bring death
to a community. We do not want that to happen here. It is our community where we have
bought a home and set in the roots of good
living.
Your newspaper can be a physician to
cure complacency in its early stages. So dur-ing this 1.ceek dedicated to YOUR NEWSPAPER, let us give consideration to this instrument of service, whose slogan for the
week set aside for its observance is "Freedom
Goes Where the ;Newspaper Goes," and with
the same kind of newspaper, progress isn't
far behind.

Mr. William Concurs
In line with the above editorial we are
happy to see that an editor in the neighboring city of Murray also concurs with us in
the need for constant payrolls to bolster a
well-planned small city economy. The Murray Ledger and Times, ovned by W. Percy
Williams of Paris, Tenn., and operated by
his son James Williams, had this to say recently about the need for more payrolls in
i
his community.
WANTED: MORE PAYROLLS
"Hopes of many of the citizens who
are interested in procuring some new industry for Murray have not been satisfied
es yet. Murray needs and wants some new
industry to settle here.
"The city has been growing lately but
not in a direction that would provide jobs
and payrolls.
0A number of new businesses have
opened and will open in the near future,
but these are primarily retail establish-

moments which- h5ve as their primary
manufacturing.
than
rather
selling
tive
"A local "selling" business will help
of the town but it also must
economy
the
be supported by the people of the town.
that
It is possible for us to go too far in
direction.
"We are not attempting to inject a
sour note in the progress of the town, but
more so to point out the fact that a balance of "payroll producing" businesses
and "selling" businesses must be kept.
One produces purchasing power while
the other provides goods that may be

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcteatters

1

Neidat‘et

Turn-About

"The Land of Grim Snow."
Mr. Carter has, of course, used a blunt
instrument in striking back against the Northern journalists who have "investigated, harpooned, lampooned, pestered and exposed"
the South over the past 100 years. This has
quite naturally outraged a good niany nonSouthern readers. The editor of the New York
Post has gone so far as to excommunicate
Mr. Carter from the ranks of Southern liberals.
But there is a serious purpose behind
Mr. Carter's heavy-handed humor. It is quite
true that he has selected isolated instances to
make his case against the urban society of
the Northeast, which, he charges, is cursed
by more concentrated human hatred and social indifference than exists in any other part
of the nation. But this, of course, is the
point of the piece. He has simply applied the
techniques so often used by roving nournalists in the South to anoth'er region, and inevitably he has produced the same ree.ultz.
If there is wide-spread discrimination against the Negro in the South, Mr Carter
argues, it is not any more reprehensible Inas
the wide-spread anti-Semitism of the North.
If unthinking men sometimes don bei shuts
to take the law in their own hands in the
South, they have done likewise in the-North,
and in addition the North has produced evil
growths like the Bund and the Chiistian
"Front which never got their roots down below the Mason-Dixon Line.
The South certainly cannot excuse its
own sins by pointing to those of its critics.
But it can properly object to being continually cast in the role of whipping boy by those
who find it more profitable to concentrate
on distant evil than to investigate the conditions that exist in their own back yards.
It seems to us that Hodding Carter is a
logical man to speak out on behalf of his native region. Mr. Carter's reputation as a fighting Southern progressive cannot be taken away from him by edict of a New York editor;
it rests upon a record of front line journalistic
crusading against men like Huey Long and
Theodore Bilbo and all the evils they stood
for. Mr. Carter 'recognized the problems that
existed in his own community and addressed
himself to them long before he set forth on
his turn-about excursion to mine the richer
ore of slick-magazine exposes of distant regions. And he may well make a major contribution to inter-regional understanding if
he succeeds in hal-ramping home his central
theme—that evil is where you find it, and
where you find. it depends upon where you
—Little Rock Gazette
lobk.
The beautiful is the most useful in art;
but the sublime is the most helpful to .morals,
for it elevates the mind. —Joubert.
We must form perfect models in thought
and look at them continually, or we shall
never carve them out in grand and noble
lives.—Mary Eddy.
The art which is grand and yet simple is
that which presupposes the greatest elevation
in artist and in public.—Amiel.
The true work of art is :lilt the shadow
of the divine perfection.—Michelangelo.
The art which is grand and yet simple
is that which presupposes the greatest elevation both in artist and in public—Amiel.
A friend should be one in whose understanding and virtue we can equally confide, and whose opinion we can value at
once for its justness and its sincerity.—Hall.
Complete unity of aim is the traditional
condition of genuine and sincere friendship.—Cicero.

lideudatioN.4

liquor licenseed places who swell
with
income
their legitimate
and
crap games, chuck-a-luck
blackjack.
This state of affairs comes about because many hot spot operators contribute heavily to pocampaign funds. Some
litical
kick in to only one party. Others,
playing it sate, give a fat contriIn any
bution to both parties.
officials seem to
case, elected
feel this gives these joints a sort
of special license to violate the
te
law until they get a chance
to make back what they contributIt is no crime, certainly,
ed.
assess a political worker in a political job for helping him keep
So which Is the worse evil,
that job. And those who expect asking those who earn an honest
to live by politics must expect to living on the public payroll (and
abide by the rules., One of the most of whom are unpaid, by the
most reverently observed rules way) to help keep their jobs, or
of our American system is, i'To collecting funds from dive operathe victor belongs the spoils!"
tors and, by implication, giving
c os t them permission to ignore our
campaigns
Politician
money. These days of high press- state laws?
a
they cost
ure advertising
Last week it v.ias reported that
whole war chest full of money.
There is newspaper space to be the State Highway Department
to
employes
bought, radio time to be paid had assessed its
handbills, raise money to help promote the
countless
for, the
amendment bn
.posters, calling cards and bill- constitutional
boards to be printed and distri- which we'll vote next month —
amendment to raise wage
buted. There is office rent to be the
paid for a central headquarters, ceilings for certain elected officiand rent for meeting places and als.
then, in too many places, there
The evil here was not that puare the large bundles of cash in blic employed had to pay for a
small denominations (one and political campaign (in this case
five dollar bills) which are need- a laudable one) but that the men
ed on election day to persaude seemed to think the state wanted
certain prostitute voters.
a
of
three-fourths
roughly
week's wages all at one clip. If
money. which the two percent had been collectThis kind of
in ed every pay day over a period
runs to millions of dollars
presidential campaigns, can't of time the. war chest would have
be raised from voluntary contri- contained
plenty of money to
butions from those interested in finance this effort.
the gentle art of politics. There
We may get better public sermust be certain places levies can vice, too, through extension
ef
be made. We are enjoying
in Civil Service to more
departJefferson
County. our regular ments if the bite is put on hard
pre-election
outbreak of wide- enough and long enough.
open night clubs. Few of the hotter spots, until after the November election, will bother about
The scientific unity which exthe closing hour fixed by law for ists between God and man must
places with liquor licenses. Many be wrought out in lifepractice,
of them will blithely ingnore the and God's will must be universtate laws which fix fines
and sally done. — Mary Baker Edprison sentences for operators of dy.
.4

Fu

surprised me
It always has
that politicians feel compelled to
that more
keep secret the fact
assessed
public employes are
some small percentage of their
All
wages to keep their jobs.
Civil Service,
those not under
that is. The usual amount is two
percent for some strange reason,
although the amount or percentAnd, in some
age may vary.
cases unusually lenient elected
officials exempt the lowest paid
oiyresskilled or semi-skilled
ofm tphle
e

purchased.
"We do not knoll., the present status
of attempts to procure another industry
for Murray, but we hope that the outlook
is favorable."

In a rash of current magazine articles,
Hodding Carter, the Pulitzer prize-winning
Mississippi editor, has spoken out in defense
of the South. The most controversial of his
several pieces is the lightest one—a satire in
Look magazine setting forth the adventures
of Sherlock (Old Fearless) Meriweather in

nick Oberlin:

"Mrs. Plonk says she avoids

washbucket hands with

Sudsy Soap—it keeps bet mitts soft susd roistanticr

From The Files:

'7644•siosf Bach '744 eloch
October 11, 1929:—
At its annual convention here.
this week, the W.C.T.U. decided
to create a new department on
non-acoholic products. Speakers
during the meeting included the
following: Dr. C. H. Warren, for
the Fulton Churches; Vest C.
Myers, for the schools; Mrs. Nlartin Nall, for the Woman's Club;
Rotary
Joe Browder, for the
Club; Vodie Hardin for the
Lion's Club; Shirley -Willingham, for the I.C.R.R.; Joe D.
Davis, for the Chamber of Commerce; Mrs. R. B. Beadles for
the local WCTU chapter and Mrs.
Jennie Pace Greigher, responding for the State Body.
New year books were distributed at the first winter season
program at the Woman's Club
this week. A lovely program Was
presented by Mrs. Ralph Penn
and the program committee, as
follows: vocals by Miss Annie
Lucille Goldsby, accompanied by
Miss Doris Huddleston; a charming 0. Henry reading by Miss
Elizabeth Ethrid‘ge; piano- number by Miss Zuline Alexander.
Mesdames
Hostesses • included
Joe
Leighrnan Browder and
Browder.
1929 humor note: The quickest
way to straighten bow legs is to
go out riding with three in a
flivver coupe.
Don't miss the big musical
comedy ''Take it easy" at Fulton Hi Science Hall next Monday. Cast is headed by Elizabeth
Ethridge as Gin Dewit; Paul
Hornbeak as Jerry Mitchell;
Thomas Chapman as Mr. Dewit;
Thomas Chapman as Mr. Demit;
Bobby Snow as Bobby Dewit:
Lelia Butterworth as Marie; Tobe
Perce as Count Keronoffski,
Steve Wiley as Pat, and four different choruses. The comedy was

written by Betty Birch, Lindenwood, '28.
Mr. Charlie Jenkins passed away Tuesday night at his home
near Liberty Church at the age
of 60.
Ruth Hill, prominent and popular Fulton High school student.
was operated on Sunday for appendicitis at Paducah's I. C. hos.
pital.
The big new attraction up at
Kentucky Hardware, explained
Mr. Batts,' is not a handsome
radio or a phonograph and they
haven't gone into the music business . . . its just a new style
Copper Clad Twin Flue Super
Heater. giving all the cozy cheer
of an old fashioned fire place.
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Mr. Boyd llos h..cis returned to
his home in Old Bethel community from Detroit. where he say.:
work is very dull . . Rev. F. C.
Wilborn offered his resignation
as pastor of the New Hope
Church Sunday . .. Mr. and Mrs.
Pistol Kingston are rejoicing over the birth of a Wile son and
daughter, at their home on Route
Five . . . Mrs. Bettie Farmer
passed away Monday in Fulton
Francis Lovat the age of 76
ell, 70, suffered a dislocated hip
in a fall here Friday. An I C.
Employee, he was taken to the
Paducah hospital.
A young man driving a Ford
touring car miraculously escaped
death here Friday when his car
embankment,
an
went over
turned completely over and landed upright on its wheels. Tourists expected the driver to be
dead after the sensational loopthe-loOp, but he didn't receive a
scratch. He backed out of his
predicament and went cn his way
rejoicing, leaving fifty or 75
sightseers wondering how he did
it.

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

LOV

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS
Junction West State Line and Union City Hi-way
WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

CURB SERVICE
THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner

A Pause To Refresh
Is Part Of The Game

Ewing Galloway:

'Keolluch 6e, '74e Ma4c4
In Irvington one civic developme.nt leads to another. Two years
ago the municipality bought the
cemetery, which was a veritable
jungle and without a road passable in bad weather. As I reported a year ago, civic leaders
sut out to raise S2,000 and got
over $4,000. Later half dozen other improvement jobs were done.
But this story takes us back to
the cemetery. This year the
Cemetery Association hired a
full-time caretaker and. with the
city paying half the bill, bought
a midget tractor with a power
mower and a bull dozer blade.
Formerly, owners of vacant lots
in Irvington had to hire pick-up
the
laborers to cut weeds, if
weeds were cut at all. Now the
community's tractor mower barbers vacant lots and lawns for
two dollars an hour. The bulldozet is used to fill washes in
the streets. It even levels off
building lots if the jobs are not
to heavy.
People driving through Warsaw, on U.S. 42, stop to admire
the Gallatin County court house.
All because of a first-rate paint
job. The building was something
for the town and county to apologize for until, a fuw months ago, a retired high school teacher
suggested to the fiscal court that
they let him paint it white. I'm
going to write a full-length col-

umn about Warsaw and Gallatin
County in the near future.
Speaking of pretty things to
look at, I have been back here
in Henderson County thirteen
years, and it was only last week
that I discovered Dam 49, two
miles doWn the Ohio from Unicntown. Old trees, plus tine
landscaping, the Wouping of
buildings, make Dam 49 the number two scenic beauty spot in
West Kentucky, the top attraction down this way being Kentucky Dam.
Commissioner
Conservation
Henry Ward assured me last
spring that roadside signs directing tourists to Kentucky
Dam would be put up in the
near future. Thus far few signs
have been put up—none over the
western end of the state. Some
Indiane acquaintances told me
the other day that they got lost
in side roads trying to reach the
dam. The best way to reach the
dam over most of the main roads
is by way of Paducah, Route 68.
coming in from the cast, is an
exception.
% states
Yes, people from other
are still getting lost trying to
reach Kentucky's greatest manmade wonder.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

ilsk for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1949, Tim Coco.Colo Company
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night and still an opponent has Merryman,
Tommy Nall, Weridall
failed to cross their goal line. Norman, Betty
Jean Gordon, and
The Bulldogs had every thing Betty Gordon
Buckingham were .
their own way as Wendell Nor- the speakers
of the afternoon. '
man, playing his first game as Appropriate
music was proa starter, took the openina kick- vided by the
chorus arcompanied
off and behind good Wicking by Mrs.
Lois Havils.
brought the ball back past the
mid field stripe.
SENIOR NEWS
After trying a series Of wide
Well, another week has passed
end sweeps little Don Mann and again I bring to you the latBy PATSY GREEN
carried the leather around left est Senior gossip.
Coach Ed Phipps, a very well
end and covered the remaining
It seems the only man 'on B. Y.'s
known man of the campus, was
ten yards to the goal line. Brown- list is G. S. from Cuba.
born in Hickman. Ky. He started
ing's try for the extra point was
There is a certain Senior boy
to school there where he went
wide. Dan Collins, playing at that can manage to keep up with
for 12 years. After graduating he
fullback,
made Fulton's second his business and everybody else's
worked for three years and then
six points and Browning's pass to too. Anytime you want to know
married Miss lona King. They
Forrest
was
good for the extra where somebody is, or who they
have one daughter, Janice, who
point making Fulton 13 to Mar- are with just look up B.M.J.
is in the second grade at Carr
and !
ion's
O.
Marion's
only drive came I'll guarantee you he can tell '
Institute. He then went into the
just
before
you.
the
half,
when a
Army for three years, after which
series of runs and passes took
It seems that the Senioss of
he attended Murray for three
them to the ten yard line.
1949 is going to have quite a few
• years. He must have a liking for'
In the /ast half Don Mann bachelors. What is the matter,
the number 3, 3 years for this
made his second touch down of C. S., J. J.. S. B., J. A.. D. C., and
and three years for that. Well, to
the game on a short run. Brown- J. W. Are you afraid of the Fulget on with the exciting life of
! ing's kick was again wide. A ton High girls?
Coach Phipps: In college he maj! few minutes later Big Jerry ForH. S. and B. C. had the habit
ored in Industrial Arts and Phyrest took a pass on the thirty of going to Union City quite
sical Education and received his
a
yard line and covered the rest bit this summer. Now don't
B.S. Degree. He played basketbal,
tell
of
the
ground for a touchdown. me the interest is lost already!
in high school for (here we go tennis are his hobbies. He came
In the past week D.A.M. and
again) three years and was co- to Fulton last year where he Again, just before the game was
over,
Forrest
intercepted a flat D.M.C. haven't been getting acaptain for two. Basketball is his taught
Mechanical
Drawing,
pass
and
long
scooted
so good, but we hope they
70 yards for
faverite sport and fishing and shop, coached Jr.
football,
marker. This
time will patch things up before too
and basketball. He is planning on :mother
Browning
's
long.
kick
was
blocked.
going to the University of Mo.,
The Fulton High line played
They tell me that A.C. can't
this surruner to work on his Masheads
up
ball
and
Marion
gained make up her mind between J.S.J.
ters Degree. The Phipps live at
—See-very little through the line. Big from Camp Campbell and J. W.
120 Church street.
Bobby Clifton did a good job on from Jackson. Don't keep us
in
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
defense.
the dark forever, A.C.!
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.
The Fulton Bulldogs took
Friday night (tonight) the
their third straight win Friday Bulldogs play the Murray
JUNIOR NEWS
High
Tigers, who have a very good From what I hear the game this
team. The Bulldogs will go into Friday is going to be pretty hot.
the game as under dogs but will Of course, we want a big cheerbe striving to mark up a win for ing squad, so if you don't have
the first time in eleven years.
a way just see Betty Gordon
Buckingham or Tommy Nall. Not
that I'm trying to drum up busiSENIOR NEWS
ness or anything, but we want
With a secret ballot election by you all to help
us yell our lungs
1.eather .oles, rubber SOiCS,$
3
95
the entire Senior Class, the fol- out for our dear ole
$
12
50
Alma Mater.
seamless backs; sizes 6 to 12
lowing boys were chosen to be
J. G. had so many offers she
Lasts: B to EEE
guest of the Rotary Club each couldn't make
up her mind so
month. at the request of the Ro- she just didn't
go with any of
„ tary members.
'OUR PRICES ARE NIADE, NOT FOLLOWED"
them. Am I right?
Oct. Ted Goodwin.
M. F. and T. M. are getting to• Nov. Jerry Atkins.
gether lately. We figure it's just
DPC. Billy Mott Jones.
friendship though.
Jan. Sidney Bard.
B.J.G. is getting mail regularly
204 alain St.
1Fulton, Ky.
Feh. Jack Thorp,
now, so that means that a -sperMar. Billy Holland.
tain sailor is on the road to reApr. Billy Gregory.
covery.
ANINIIDOTTrS "ACCESSORY BAR" IS()PENMEN
&
Mar Tom McKnight.
Who is that boy J. V. has got- !
We are glad to have Miss Mary ! ten those precious letters from?!
Martin back with us after sev- We'll just leave you guessing.
eral days illness in the Fulton ' Wonder why J. C. is singing!
"Jealousy” lately? Is it ovflospital.
The new books have arrived er T. N.?
at the High School and are being
SOPHOMORE NEWS
catologed now to be put on the
Is it true thzit J. W. has a date !
shelfs in a few days.
The band members received with D. M., thitt cute boy from
their new F.H.S. Music shields Woodland Mills?
We wish
would make up
for the year today. To get one
vou have to be in the band a year here mind. Is it going to be B.C.
,a• more.
• or B.H.?
Who is that girl that is making
Arrangements were made by
J. H. walk around in a daze? It
, Betty Gordon Buckingham and
couldn't be L.M. could it J.?
Tommy Nall of the Jr. class to
Is it true that R. B. is sick
take a bus to Murray Friday
with a cold or just plain old love
night.
sick?
Jr.'s and Sr.'s it is time we start
What kind of a case is up beIhinking about the Jr. carnival. tween D.P.B. and
•Suede
J. E.?
It you have any ideas or suggesWhy do all the boys stay in the
tions see Miss M. Martin or Mrs. library .second hour.
•Broadcloth
Could it be
Wliayne.
because a cute sophomore works
The Sr. Class have Christmas id there?
•Calf
paper and cards on sale. If you • I think M. R. has a
new man?
wish to see or buy a box see a From the way it looked
in Health
member of the Sr. Class or Miss class, it must be T.E.W.
Many, many smart
M. Royster. Students this will
soles to chaise
help the Jr's. and Sr.'s in the
from!
spring when they have their
Veterinary Service
banquet and Prom.
The student body will have a
Day or Night
holiday October 14. The faculty
will go to Murray the 14 for the
Phone 807-R
F.D.E.A. meeting.
Or Call 70
Wednesday afternoon at 3:00
there was a program at the Dr.H.W.Connau
ghion
Woman's Club in which a numGraduate Veterinarian
ber of high school students participated. A panel
discussion
Located on Martin-Fulton
of the achievements of the United Nations was the subject.
Highway.
Jerry Atkins, Jane White. Patsy
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Fulton High

REASONS WHY

Duo-Ti.ERIA

IS YOUR VEST HEATER BUY!

FHA LOANS

WORK SHOES
. RO

Forrester's Shoe Shop

•Black

•Brown

t You get more economy. By actual test Duo-Therm's Power-Air
Blower saves up to 25% on fuel
bills. Only Duo-Therm has PowerAir. And Duo-Therm's Waste-Stopper (built right into heater) prevents
precious heat escaping up the chimney—sends more into your home.

3 You

2. You get more heat from every
drop of oil. Because only DuoTherrn has the fuel-miser Burner
that feeds air and oil in 6 stages for
clean, efficient perforrnance. No
moving or mechanical parts. It's

5.You get more choice.Duo-Therm

absolutely silent.

go:. more comfort. DuoTherm's P.,,‘er-Air really circulates
heat—seal• r into every corner,
every room, keeps floors warm.

41. You get more beauty. Becauee
only_Duo-Thetm has fine period
furniture styling. Every heater is a
beautiful piece of furniture!
offers you a complete line of furaiture-styled home heaters. There's one
for e;,ery heating need and pocketbook. Come in— see the beautiful
Chippendale shown above. See the
many other Duo-Therms.Easy Terms.

Model 955, aboce $119.95 (Others S59.95 uP)

BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores 7— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201

wiatimAkd
YouCani ,

•Colors

LOVELY TO LOOK AT

11•••11,

;•.

$2.98

ne

opony

$7.98

Ario:fita-Fdt
Black,
Brownf
Wine,
Green.
Cloth, Nylon.
Kid, Pigskins. Short and
medium lengths. Many,
many styles.

WHIM, FUNERAL HOME
Ann Whitnel

Sizes
6 to 8

Pure Silk
Print
Squares.
A Perfect
Accessory

$1.59
rse Our Lay-Away Plan!

P. C. Jones,

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member
of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Associati
on. Ina

FOR MORE EGGS
jeeci,Suaits

EGG MASH

See Our Windows!

SWIFT AND COMPANY
1.1111111.IF IT'S NEW—DOTTY HAS ITIMMINIF

a

SIZE FEATURE-PACKED

Ralph Breeden

Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

East State Line

c.d,d

Apprentice Funeral Director

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

$1.50 to $3.98

Small

FOR THIS:GEIMINE FULL-

408 Eddings Street
Licensed Funeral Director

Down
As $18
As LittleWeekly
Payments

Fulton, Ky.

1

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Autontatie Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

MODS( 16-31

• Fast-starting Calrod

Units!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler,
• 1 -piece body, all-steel eonstructionl
,111 Deepwell Cooker•Cooking Chart!
• °Yen Rack Guide & Broiler Measurel
• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish!

WHY WAIT!
Those big cav:ngs
wonted ore
you'v
Fir-,z: C77110 In now.—
see Fi..:Isoint's
c nd HonLuunciry

BENNETT IELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.
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72.42*
157.32
229.74
adFire Plugs,
1,452.53
accounts v.'ere revalued as of June 30, 1946 and the books were
14,105.15
•12,652.62
Salaries, Police,
Lail, of Fulton
977.74
iusted at that time.
1,462.99
485.26
Jail Expense,
325.69*
Notes awayable were verified directly with the banks and
850.00
1,175.69
Police Car Expense, . „
prior to
Fulton, Kentucky
46.34'
other creditors. Trade accounts payable covered purchases
586.59
632.93
Police Department Exp.
-June 30. 1949 and paid in July, 1949.
---tkhave
appear
Atidit Report For The Year Ended
disbursements
other
Transfer of funds and
$3,281.93
$22,296.77
Total Fire and Police $19,014.84
been made from the proper bank accounts.
June 30, 1949
collection
receivable;
Trial balances were taken of taxes
number of WATER:
of these taxes is being handled efficiently. There are a
$ 714.85
$ 1,949.15
$ 1,234.30
LEE
Salaries,
A.
MORRIS
2,027.05
open items which represent duplications and charges against per9,361.78
7,334.73
Labor,
Sheet
Certified Public Accountant
2,018.70
sons not in town. Taxes as shown on the attached Balance
3,186.35
1,167.65
Supplies
ex1,206.64'
are approximately correct. These unpaid taxes should be
Citizens Saving Bank Bldg.
6,003.70
7,210.34
Fuel,
amined to eliminate all uncollectible items.
2,919.56*
Paducah, Kentucky
83.22
3,002.78
Repairs,
It is respectfully suggested that deeds and other legal
12.43
18.10
5.67
Refunds,
September 1, 1949 papers pertaining to the ownership of property of the City be
709.92
936.48
226.50
General,
safekeeping.
for
place
Mayor
one
located and kept at
Honorable T. T. Boaz,
4,314.45
6,653.75
2,339.30
Interest,
Taxes, excluding bank shares were based on the following
City of Fulton
assessed values:
Fulton. Kentucky
$5,671.20
$28,192 53
$22,521.33
Total Water,
Other Property
Utilities
Dear Sir:
records 1948
$3,129,584.00
.5304,469.00
I have completed a detailed audit of the books and
3,060,354.00 EXCESS OF REVENUE
30, 1949 1947
269,456.00
$12,808.95
ef the City of Fulton, Kentucky. for the year ended June
$33,122.15
$20.313.20
OVER EXPENSES,
2,659.151 04ii
report.
230,689.00
following
the
1946
and present herewith
2,300,454.00
217,455.00
Cash in banks was verified with the depositories. All can- 1945
2.206,880'12
215,158.00
and recon- 1944
icelled checks were examined, traced to the cash book,
2,146.290.00
158,649.00
traced to 1943
STATEMENT OF APPLICATION OF FUNDS RECEIVED
ciled to the bank accounts. All recorded receipts were
2.113,727.00
by 1942
142,996.00
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1949
the bank accounts from the books. Tests were made of receipts
In my dpinion, the attached statements fairly -reflect the re- i RECEIPT'S:
consecutive numbers and amounts. All postings were checked. Ad$ 33,122.151
June 30,
Excess of Revenue Over Expenses,
ditions of books and supporting invoices were tested. Cash on hand sults of the operations of the City for the year ending
Dis1949.
30,
adequate.
June
of
City.as
the
of
believed
position
Year:
financial
and
During
the
and
Cash
in
1949
examined
Decrease
"
was
Insurance
was counted.
6,020.54
v,..as
In conclusion, I wish to thank the City officials and the
General Fund,
tribution of charges were checked in part. The police docket
987.96
all
that
indicates
cooperation.
book
complete
their
for
minute
employees
City
The
Fund,
Water
order.
examined and found in
294.06
Respectfully submitted,
Parking Meter Fund, .
important matters have been properly approved.
41,000.00
MORRIS A. LEE
Proceeds from Harris Fork Creek Bonds,
Charges to fixed assets were capitalized; however, no deCertified Public Accountant
' Cash Expended in Water Works Revenue
preciation has been charged against these assets. The fixed asset
10,494.45
Bond and Interest Redemption Fund.
77
Decrease in Cash, Water and Sewer Improvement Fund 115,134
BALANCE SHEET AS OF JUNE 30, 1949
LIABILITIES

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Gish in Banks:
General,
Water Works,
Parking Meters,
Water and Sewer Improvement,

55,646.26
2,206.74
835.39
33,014.88

Total Cash in Banks.
Taxes Receivable:
1944,
1945,
1946,
1947,
1948,
Total Taxes Receivable,
Revolving Funds:
Cash on Hand,

$

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable, Ordinary,
Accounts Payable, Waterand Sewer Improvement,

Total Receipts.
$ 2,929.47
28,863.00

Total Current Liabilities,
Long Term Accounts Payable:
$41,703.27
Due on Barking Meters,
Total Accounts Payable,
Eonded Debt:
W W. Meadows, Perpetual,
Harris Fork Creek Bonds,
Water and Sewer Improvement
Revenue Bonds,

90.01
224.73
606.57
843.26
1,580.24

5

500.00
41,000.00
195,000.00

3,344.81
Total Bonded Debt,
. $130.00

Total Current Assets,
Sinking Funds, Cash in Banks:
Harris Fork Creek Bondand Interest Account,
Water and Sewer Revenue Bond,
and Interest Redemption.

53,039.06

130.00
Total Liabilities,
SURPLUS
$45,178.08
Surplus, July 1. 1948,
Excess of Revenue Over ExpensesYear Ended June 30, 1949, .

$207,053.93

$226,249.79

1 DISBURSED:
; Repayment Loans on Creek Improvernent,$ 39,000.00
Additional Cost, Creek Improvement Acct. pl43.74
1)/4,144.60
Water and Sewer Improvements,
531,792.47
10,000.00
;Retirement, Water Works Revenue Bond
5,000.00
1,438.04 I Retirement, Water and Sewer Imp. Bonds,
eontributions to Creek Iinprovement Sinking
3,039.06
533.230.51
Fund for Bond and Interest Payments
Contributions to Water and Sewer Improvements Sinking Fund for Bond
3,918.75
and Interest Payments, . .
2,290.00
Final Fayment on Fire Truck,
6,284.17
Payments on Parking Meters,
1,862.76
Furchase, Office Equipment,
1,675.00
236,500.00 Purchase, Street Truck,
211.00
Purchase, Tool and Equipment,
4,981.78
$269,730.51 Purchase, Garage,
1,836.01
Purchase, Air Compressor, .
1,086.51
Increase in Taxes Receivable. •
7,910.55
Decrease in Accounts Payable, Ordinar.

Total Surplus, June 30, 1949,

7,518.75

Fulton

FARM
LOANS
UP TO 20
YEARS - EASY
PAYMENTS

LOANS
INSURANCE
Fulton, Kentucky

picture
(lour rooms

W.
G. C
W. 1

h1

r

Mr
Mr

$316,716.11

Total Assets,

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265

Mr
Mr
MI
Mr

Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nightf: Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, each Monday night 7:30 p.m.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.

11t

NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST.- MAIN FLOOR

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired

$53,380.29

5529,102.45

THEY'RE

fair-priced
guaranteed
PERIAL

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

5529,102.45

Total Liabilities and SIrplus,

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
2,396.55
General,
Years Ended June 30, 1948 and June 30, 1949
6,312.19
Garbage,
REVENUE:
6.75
Taxes, Write Off,
Increase or
June 30, 1948 June 30, 1949 Decrease (''')
Total Administrative, $15,702.96
Taxes, Property and Poll, $26,411.16
$27,327.07
S 915.91
Taxes, Creek Improvement,
.00
5,964.15
5,964.15
Fines and Costs,
8,724.26
12,125.50
3,401.24 STREET AND SEWER:
Licenses,
11,931.70
$ 1,766.20
12,064.61
132.91
Wages,
Watt r Service,
23,692.14
1,806.96
Lighting,
36,337.35
12,645.21
Taxes, Water Works Bonds
4.994.71
1,708.56
Supplies,
.00
4,994.71'
Cemetery,
323.62
Street Flusher,
555.67
295.25
28.37'
Garbage,
1.993.65
Air Compressor Expense,
.00
9.98
2,003.63
Penalties,
253.71
Sewer,
666.66
169.19
84.52'
Air Compressor Rental,
.00
.00
66.25
Interest, Creek Bonds,
66.25
Miscellaneous,
412.27
Street Repairs,
463.80
919.63
507.36
Parking Meters,
6,775.04
8.00
Bridges and Culverts,
11,438.99
4,663.95
Traffic Lights,
602.73
Total Revenue, $85,512.26
White Way Labor and Sup.
$108,711.62
381.35
$23,199.36
Total Street and Sewer,,. $ 7,959.93

5 3,293.90
15.00
231.11
.00
1,350.49
r,228.27'
1'63.48

Mr
Mr

Notice to Members of

For Prompt Service Phone 502

$- 2.6810096 67
180.77'
723.02
1,908.18
I,243.79'
154.04'

Art
Drar
Musi
Garr
Juni.
Juni,
Beet

N1

THESE PATTERNS

NOTE: At June 30, 1948, 538,285.75 was expended from funds received from loans from individual citizens amounting to $39,000.00.
The amount expended was shown as a receivable at that time.
liater ar ._1 Sewer Improvement:
Due ,,Ore, 1949--en WaterWateL and Sewer Improvementsanr"Sewer jrprovement,
$ 28,863.00
PaZJune gr; 1949,
127 787.43
156.650.45

EXPENSES-:
Adrninistra titre:
Salaries,
IntRrest, General,
Off'• e,
Co-niSsions,
Inr -twee and Bonds,-.....
Cer -tery,
F,V,
::c Welfare,

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
$263,335.82

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Mrs. 1.
is today ar
for the cot

PAPERED WITH

10,557.81
Total Sinking Funds,
316,716.11
Fixed Assets,
NOTE: No depreciation has been recorded on the fixed assets.
COMPARATIVE STATE3IENT OF FIXED ASSETS
Years Ended June 30, 1948 and June 30, 1949
June 30,1948 June 30, 1949 Increase
S.00
$15,000.00
$15,001.1.00
City Hall,
.00
8.645.15
8,645.15
Eire Truck,
.00
1,781.30
1,781.30
Garbage Truck.
1,306.55
3,169.31
1,862.76
Office Equipment,
.00
5,683.05
5,683.05
Other Real Estate,
67,940.62
67,940.62
.00
Sewer Construction,
.00
42,813.74
42,813.74*
Creek Improvement,
1,349.04
1,349.04
.00
Sewer, Real Estate,
.00
2,000. JO
2,000.00
Street Lighting, •
.00
1,675.,0
Street Truck,"
1,675.00
.00
5,834.46
Street Lighting Equipment, .... 5,834.46
608.21
909.21
211.00
Teals and Equipment.
33,826.06
Water Works Improvement, .... 33,826.06
.00
17,596.77
17,596.77
Water Works Serv. Con.
.00
16,286.73
Water Works Mains, .............
16,286.73
.00
407.35
Water Works Meters
407.35
.00
513.14
Water Works Pipe Line,
513.14
.00
Garage,
.00
4,981.78
4,981.78
Water Works Plant,
49,772.39
49,772.39
.00
Wells,
15,000.00
15,000.00
.00
Real Estate, Fairgrounds,
7,000.00
7,000.00
.00
Air Compressor,
.00
1,836.01
1,836.01
Parking Meters,
10,545.00
10.545.00
.00
Police Car,
1,300.00
1,300.00
.00
Street Flusher, 850.00
850.00
.00
Totals,

Make an Appoint Today.

Offic(
For V

See
-

$207,053.93
-

259,371.94

For yourself,
for. your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

Friday,

Mrs.

33.122.15
Total Disbursed,

Memory Lives
In Pictures

3,391.29
6,360.56
363.13

$694.27 I

$ 2,145.50
1,842.18
1 415 91
552.49
94.76
592.51
820.00
113.50
165.61
365.53
594.95

5379.30
35.22
292.65'
3.18*
94.76
74.15'
820.00
350.30*
157.61
237.20*
213.60

$ 8,702.94

SMOKE SIGNALS
MEAN

994.74
48.37
356.38

$16,397.23

$743.01

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
$612.90
(CONCLUDED)
Years Ended June 30, 1948 and June 30, 1949
81.67*
50.34
Increase or
723.02*
June 30, 1948 June 30, 1949 Decrease(*)
557.69* FIRE AND POLICE: Salaries, Fire,
15.52*
$ 3,404.60
$ 742.00
$ 4,146.60
Supplies, Fire
9.44
434.01
988.12
554 11

Fulton, Ky.

TROUBLE

If your tractor smokes when the engine
is warm, it is warning you of trouble
ahead. Smoke means worn rings, pistons or sleeves ... loss of compression
and power. Let our skilled service men
check your tractor now and save you
trouble and money.
* * * * *

-STAR LUBRICATION SPECIAL
For This Month ONLY

*****
SrSTAR
SE RIVICI

We will check your entire engine lubrication truem. dtange oil filter demean and
crankcase oil. and chedc and lubrieate the
entire chassis. transmission sad de5.46.

Far liar Portliness". he Ms
Plaid Ole &Our Ion**
Over Ilmep

PAUL NAILING IMPLEMENT CO.
314 WALNUT

PHONE 16

WALLPAPERS

1949
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Officers, Committees, Calendar
For Woman's Club Announced
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, president of the Fulton Wonsan's Club
is today announcing the officers, committees and calendar of events
for the coming year. First meeting of the club year is today Oct. 7.
EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
Mrs. L. N. Gifford, Mrs. Eldridge Grymes
Vice-President
Mrs. Maxwell McDade
Second Viet-President
Mrs. Gilson Latta
Third Vice-President
Mrs. M. W. Haws
Fourth Vice-President
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Sr.
Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. Fred Homra .......
Recording Secretary
Mrs. Milton Calliham
Library Chairman
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr. ......
Librarian
Mrs. John Daniel
Treasurer
Mrs. Paul Boyd
DEPARTMENTS
Art .
Drama and Literature
Music
Garden
Junior Woman's Club
Junior Music Club
Beethoven Music Club

Mrs.- R. M. Alford
Mrs. Fred Gibson
.. Mrs. David Sundwick
. Mrs. Jesse Fields
Mrs. Clyde Hill
Mrs. Hendon Wright
Mrs. L. C. Logan

ADVISORY BOARD
N. G. Cooke
Joe D. Davis
J. E. Fall, Sr.
T. M. Franklin

W. S. Atkins
W. C. Graham
G. G. Bard
W. L. Holland
Joe Browder
TRUSTEES

Mrs. R. II. White
Mrs. L. O. Bradford
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman of Dept.
Executive Board
Chairman of Standing Committees
STANDING COMMITTEES
Press and Publicity
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., Chairman
Mrs. C. L. Maddox
Mrs. Sterling Bennett
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Mrs. J. H. Moore
LEGISLATIVE
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr., Chairman
Mrs. Ira Little
Mrs. Fred Worth
PROGRAM
Miss Mary Martin, Chairman
Mrs. W. C. Graham
Mrs. W. S. Atkins
MEMBERSHIP
Mrs. L. O. Bradford, Chairman
Mrs. Abe Jolley
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Sr.
Mrs. Clanton Meacham
Mrs. L. A. Clifton
YEARBOOK
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Chairman
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd
Mrs. A. W. McClallan
Mrs. Howard Strange
Mrs. M. T. Calliham
HOSPITALITY
Mrs. Gilson Latta, Chairman
Mrs. Louis Weaks
Mrs. J. C. Hancock
Mrs. Clanton Meacham
Mrs. John Earle
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd
Mrs. Warren Graham
Mrs. Lawson Roper
Mrs. Rube McKnight
LIBRARY
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., Chairman
Mrs. Arch Huddleston Jr.
Mrs. Robert Graham
Mrs. Joe Treas
Mrs. Wilmon Boyd
Mrs. Harry Bushart
Mrs. P. R. Binford
Mrs. Gene Williamson
Mrs. J. E Fall, Sr.'
Mrs. George Doyle
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt
FINANCE
Mrs. Paul Boyd, Chairman
Mrs. Ward Bushart
Mrs. Don Hill

Art
Junior Music Club
... Drama
.... Garden

February
March
April
May

FULTON WOMAN'S CLUB ANNUAL
Thanksgiving Party
Mrs. Fred Homra
Chairman
Annual State and General Federation dues of $5.00
should be paid at the FIRST MEETING in the year.

Hickman Farmers To
Sow More Pastures

get an official application blank
at their nearest post office, VA
office or veterans service organization, fill it out carefully
and mail it to VA in Washington.
An official application is necessary before the dividend can be
paid.

Martin Railroad Park
To Be Subdivided

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

Vets Insurance Money
Due About January 1st

County Agent Warren Thompson believes Hickman county
farmers will sow more permanent pasture this fall than they did
a year ago, when they set a record for seeding grass. Farmers
owning only 100 acres are sowing
as much as 15 acres to permanent pasture, he said,4while ownr,rs of large tracts are seeding
590 acres or more.
Tom Bogle, who owns 1,000
acres of rolling upland two miles
north of Clinton, started in July
disking old lespedeza and grass
fields in preparing to seed Ky.
31 Fescue and Ladino clover. He
disked 500 acres two or three
times and cultipacked the soil
after each disking. Then he
spread lime and phosphate.

The management of the Illinois
Central Railroad announced this
week the applications are being
First Veterans Administration received from individuals to buy
calculations on amounts proposed a portion of Illinois Central Park
to be paid nearly 16,000,000 vet- in Martin.
erans in the $2.8 billion special
The property, located in the
GI Insurance dividend have been
of Martin's business disheart
.
announced
are trict, has been subdivided into
First dividend checks
lots 25x100 feet each. Seven
scheduled to be mailed from 18
of the lots are on Lindell, four on
Washington soon after January
Main, and nine face the I.C. RailI, 1950.
World War Two veterans eligi- road.
ble for the special dividend
Our doctrine of equality and
<those who took out GI sIncomes
humanity
surance before the end of 1947 liberty and
and kept it in force for at least from our belief in the brotherthree months) who have not al- hood of man, through the fatherready applied, were advised to hood of God.—Calvin Coolidge.

By the middle of September
he had sown 15 to 18 pounds of
fescue and two pounds of Ladino
seed an acre. This mixture is
being used by farmers all over
Hickman county. according to
Thompson.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

WHEN EkTRA CASH
WILL SEE YOU THROUGH
WE'RE MORE THAN GLAD
TO SERVE YOU, TOO

-

a

NEy pArawalcy

BaDokicei

k
)V--57

We are nOw buying

SWEET POTATOES

Helping folks through money
emergencies is one of our specialties. No matter how well
folks plan, there's occasionally
a need for extra money. If you
need extra cash for any reason,
come in or phone us today.

We also store your potatoes; all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.
Crates and Hampers available now.

CHAS. W. BURROW

We Will Pick Up Your Potatoes.

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

B. K. BOYD, Manager

Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
1.
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
LIST OR BUY WITH US!

c°1
ollp
..omE

Gordon,Somors& Butts
Walnut Street

nievstate FINANCE CORPORATION OF K,
NEXT TO GRAHAM F'URNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1252

Phone 1249

Fulton

Never aePike truss

BUILDING
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., Chairman
Mrs. Joe D. Davis
Mrs. G. G Bard
Mrs. L. O. Bradford
DECORATION
Mrs. Clint Ret'ds, Chairman
•
Mrs. Ray Graham
Mrs. Noble Morse
Mrs. M. L. McDade
Mrs. R. C. Joyner
Mrs. Leon Browder
CLUB FURNISHINGS AND GROUNDS
IVIrs. H. N. Strong, Chairman
Mrs. William McDade
Mrs. Don Hill
Mrs. Joe Hall
Mrs. H. L. Bushart
Mrs. Clint Reeds
Mrs. Ernest Bell
CMZENSHIP
Mrs. Charles Gregory, Chairman
Mrs. Russ Anderson
Mrs. Dick Bard
SCRAPBOOK
Mis.s Mary Swann Rushart, Chairman
Mrs. Horton Baird
Mrs. Walter Voelpel
YOUTH CONSERVATION AND RECREATION
Mrs. J. L. Jones Jr., Chairman
Mrs. Joe Davis
Mrs. Ward Johnson
GIRL SCOUTS
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, Chairman
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr.
Mrs Louis Weaks
.Mrs. Sterling Bennett
Mrs. Gilson Latta
Mrs. Joe Hall
PUBLIC WELFARE
Mrs. Grace Cavender, Chairman
Mrs.J. L. Jones, Jr.
Mrs. W. L. Durbin
Mrs. Horton Baird
PIANO COMMITTEE
Mrs. G. G. Bard, Chairman
Mrs. C. L. Maddox
MT'S. Glynn Bushart
KITCHEN COMMITTEE
Mrs. Hoyt Moore
Mr-. A. W. McClellan
KENTUCKY CLUB MAGAZINE
Mrs. Noiman Terry
CLUB CUSTODIAN
Mrs. B. O. Copeland
CLUB CALENDER
1949-50
Thursday, 9:30 A. M.
Executive Board Meeting
(PRECEDING GENERAL MEETING)
First Friday, 3:00 P. M.
General Meeting
Second Saturday, 2:30 P. M.
Art
Third Tuesday, 7:45 P. M.
Drama
Second Friday, 2:30 P. M.
Garden
Second Wednesday, 3:00 P. M.
Music
First Tuesday, 7:30 P. M.
Junior Woman's Chib
First Wednesday, 3:00 P. M.
Junior Music Club
3:00 p. m,
Beethoven Mudic Club .... Fourth Wednesday,
SPECIAL FROGRAM FEATURE
United Nations Festival
Opening Meeting
Miss Mary Martin, Program Leader
Junior Woman's Club
November
Music
December
Selected Program
Jandary

FIREBALL
SEE and HEAR OLSEN and 401INSON'S
FUN-FOR-ALL el wry Thursda) on Tele...mon

part of every street scene—
something you see every day.
Car owners in three different price
classes—all happy about the same
thing.
One of them drives a new Buick
SPECIAL, which you see poking forth
its new,bold-look forefront at the left
of our picture.
Another will tell you there's nothing
like the SUEER's "happy medium" of
size and comfort, power and easy
handling, style and standing.

dq'

TT'S

And if you're looking for prestige,
where is your money going to buy so
much as in that handsome 18-footer,
the ROADMASTER, with its 150-hp
performance and really royal bearing?
VOOt KEY tO

GEE ATER VALUE

But all these good folks get together
on this:
There's no ride quite so soft and
cushiony as the Buick ride, whatever
the size and series. There's no power
quite so satisfyingly lively as Buick's
high-compression, high-pressure
Fireball power.
Above all, there's no "buy" like a
Buick—no car that gives you such a

rich dollar's worth of smartness,
handling, comfort and liveliness for
every dollar you pay.
So why not look the whole line over?
Nimr Buick dealer has these grand
travel-mates in a baker's dozen of
different body types and sizes. Start
your shopping in his showroom—and
you'll find that even on delivery he
has exactIY what you want.

BUICK alone has all these features
•
• SWING-EASY DOORS and *sty ect•ss
FULL-VIEW VISION Irom 'enlarged glare area
FIRISALL
Lively
•
SPRINGING
COIL
cushions • Buoyant-riding QUADRUFL1X
"LIVING SPACE" INTERIORS with Dostp.Cradle
ENGINE MOUNTINGS
LIFTERS (Dynatiow Models) plus HI-POISED
STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER with SELF-SETTING VALVE
rod. • soot! SY MOB
• DUREX BEARINGS, moin and comet-foto
VENTIPORTS
Doubl•-Duty
•
RIMS
on
SAFETY•RIDE
tires
prawn
models.
SUPER and SPECIAL
09entiord ROADMASTEt,ophonet arko mann
Silk•smooth DYNAFLOW

naive •

K win build thews
VI hen better automobiles are built BUIC

Awe so HENRY J. rAnoa. MSC Norwood. veers Monslas nwsmnsl•

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

leadof with Mrs. Louis Weaks as
The third mission study ist er.
Method
First
WSCS of the
sed the rey night, Mrs. Weeks, discus
qaurch was given Monda form construction of Japan, Mrs. Henthe
in
h
churc
the
poat 7:30 at
don Wright, discussed the
E.
al a radio script.
litical side of Japan, Mrs. J.
tian
"Chris
on
was
tructi
The topic
ional recons
educat
Fall,
program
revision has been
Grovvth in -Japan." The
what
and
Winope_ned With Mrs. Ralph
the education of the
of a made in
-stead portraying the part
as they are ninty nine
ese
Japan
dressJapanese mother, who was
illiterate, the only way
and per cent
ed in true Japanese fashion
would be to raise the
help
to
yMrs. George Doyle
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Jr., portra
can leadership.
kng the part of an Ameri
discussed "Christianity of Rea
at
r.
mother. They were seated
construction,'"Mrs. T. J. Krame
liable talking of Japan. Mrs. Jr., gave the impressive devopart
the
Frank Brady portrayed
tional. climaxed
of a Japanese Missionary. Mrs.
The meeting was
leader
the
was
E. J. McCollum
with a talk by Mrs. Claude Muzip
worsh
sive
Jaimpres
and gave an
zy who spent two years in
service.
pan.
e
Mrs. Joe Treas sang, "Ther
is no East or West.", She was ac- MRS. SHEPHERD
companied at the piano by Mrs. ENTERTAINS THE
LUNCHEON CLUB
Edward Benedict, Jr.
Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd enterFollowing the worship servwere
tained the Tuesday luncheon
ice a radio script, "You
There" was presented with Mrs. club at the DeTW.
A delectable luncheon was
Virgil Davis, as announcer. Mrs.
k, after which
Milton Calliham, Mrs. Hattie served at 1 o'cloc
were enjoyed
Wood, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, games of contract
Mrs. HarMrs. Howard Strange and Mrs. at the Shepherd home.
high score
Frank Brady appearing in Jap- ry Murphey received
anese costume as the Japanese prize.
During the afternoon the hostMissionary taking part in the
, candy and
tcript. The program closed with ess served coca-colas
eie showing of a thirty minute nuts.
Mrs. Clyde Williams,' Sr., was
film Kyoto, Japan.
a guest to the club and the memMesdames:
The fourth and last of the bers playing were
, George
vWSCS Mission Study was held Murphey, Bob White
x, Clarice
"Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at Doyle, J. H. Maddo
and Louis
the church and was presented in Thorpe, Leon Browder
the form of a panel discussion, Wealcs.

I

By d'Alessio I

PHONE 926

letes Study
Methodist Church Group Comp
Interest
With
ete
Of Japan; Program Repl

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

riTIESt WOMEN!

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
tor
BURIAL ASSN.
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS

11 \ I !ILI

leng Together." Mrs. Perry .L.
Stone, "Church Goes Abroad"
.ind Mrs. J. A. Poe, 'Congo Golden Jubilee.**
The meeting was closed with
prayer by Mrs. Stone and the
Guild Benediction.
The hostesses served light re-'
freshments to 12 members.

atives in Detroit this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raines left
with
Friday for Akron, Ohio
their son, Guedry „ Raines and,
wife. They will spend the winter
with them. •
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushar!
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Mount.
Mrs. Lillie Garden and Mrs.
Harry Yates attended a training
school in Mayfield Tuesday in
the assembly room. The lesson
was "HoN,v to Make Hook Rugs."
Gossum and
Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Onia Lowry visited Mrs.
Lowry's mother in Clinton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates and
Mrs. B. G. Lowry were in Mayfield Thesday.

MRS. DANIELS
FETES TUESDAY
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. John Daniels. entertained
Tuesday
the members of the
night bridge club and one guest,
Mrs. James Warren, at her home
on Green street.
Following several progressions
of' contract, Mrs. Grady Varden
was awarded high score prize.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served delicious re- VETS TAX RECEIPTS,
S AVAILABLE
freshments to Mrs. Warren, Mrs. OTHER FORM
Mayor S. A. (Squire) McDade
Frank Wiggins, Mrs. Alex Leneave. Mrs:, H. H. Bugg, Mrs.
Paul Boyd and Mrs. Robert Burrow. .

.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Howell,
Clinton, announce the birth o
an eight pound, 14 ounce son born
Oct. 3. at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr.' and Mrs. 011ie Crider,
Fulton, are the parents of a baby
girl, Linda Janell, born Oct. 2 at
Haws Hospital.
has applications for free poll tax
receipts for veterans of World
Vikar II in his office at South
Fulton City Hall, He also has
applioetion cards for soldier's insurance refunds.
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Call Ud.
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ARRIVALS

Mr. and Mi7s. George Vecco
ond baby will arrive this week
from Detroit to visit Mrs. S. L.
Brown on Fifth street. Mr. Vecco
has been playing with the Deyou
er
wheth
s
troit Tigers and is enroute to his
discus
Let's
.
Tyson
"Er—not just now, Miss
hofne ih-California. He formerly
we?
shall
atter hours,
played with the Fulton Kitty
deserve a raise or not
League.
•
Mrs. Hubert Vaughn spent the
ed by
the program. She was assist
ENGAGEMENT OF
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and
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Ira
Mrs.
PEGGY EARL TO
program a tin, Tenn.
I Alexander. After the
Mr. and.Mrs. Fred Gibson and
FLOYD BRAGG
business session was held.
short
of
er. Frederica. will spend
Stone then made a short daught
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Earl
Rev.
nd in Nashville and
the
telling of the District Cru- the, weeke
Vicksburg. Miss., announce
talk,
g
n, Tenn. They will be the
engagement a n d approachin sade Ccnvention to be held Oct. Camde
a guests of Mrs. Gibson's mother,
marriage of their daughter, Peg- 6 in Mayfield and prepOsed
burg.
Mrs. O. P. Lashlee in Camden.
gy, to Floyd Bragg of Vicks
mission study class.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gunter)
the
The marriage will be solem
The rneeting closed with
social and daughter of Martin were'
d
nized this month in Vicksburg.
benediction. During the
such a time-sayer aroun
in
Mrs. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
You'll find this wagon
Miss Earl formerly lived
hour the hostess assisted by
itself. FreeMr. and Mrs.
for
r
and
Joyne
poy
Moore
soon
here
ous
will
scho'ol
it
delici
the farm that
Fulton and attended
J. R. Holland served
George Moore in Highlands.
make hauling by car or
and in Tulsa, Okla.
refreshments.
rolling Timken Bearings
r spent the
permits
DeMye
Verna
Mrs.
short turning radius
Mr. Bragg'was graduated from
horse a cinch. And its
weekend with her daughter, MIN.
ed spaces. Equipped
cramp
in
ver
maneu
Mississippi State College and is ALVIN J. DAMRON
Coy
to
you
Boyce Dumas and famil
r
tractor hitch Uses regula
employed as a U. S. Government CELEBRATES
rinth, Miss.
with standard .4-inch
with 72-inch
ble
Availa
engineer at Vicksburg.
h
tires
FOURTH BIRTHDAY
l
Parris
Lowel
nger
Mrs.
Mr. and
16-inch passe
ed of Sheffield. Ala.. visited Mrs.
tongue for horses.
Mrs. A. J. Damron honor
ng.
ay
morni
r
NIond
MRS. BEN EVANS
L.
Joyne
birth- W.
S138.50
her son, Alvin Jene with a
COMPLIMENTS THE
at They 1.yere enroute to Murray.
Without Tires• . .
day party Tuesday afternoon
and
mothes
MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Beadl
Frank
Mrs.
street.
realism thens
their home on Jefferson
on this wagon ond
went to
•Mint—Put your car tirirs
Mrs. Ben Evans was hostess to It was Alvin's fourth birthday. er, Mrs. R. H. Wade,
or eilloi‘c•
new Unice Pr•rniuns
ss.
brand
y
on
busine
with
lle
Monda
the'
Nashvi
of
little
y
the
the Missionary Societ
The honoree greeted
Walter Lester has returned to
First Christian Church Monday guests at four o'clock. Games and
his home in Arlington,. Ky., afhome
her
at
k
afternoon at 3 o'cloc
contests were enjoyed by all.
ter spending the weekend with
on Eddings street.
Refreshments of ice cream and his daughter, Mrs. Lewis Sizzle ,
Eight members and one visi- cake was served.
and family on Walnut street.
tor, Rev. Perry L. Stone, was.
Protect Your Equipment
Those present were. Jerry Lee
Mrs. Clanten Meacham and '
Ar:
present.
um,
Frank
Jo
a
Wand
Drace,
Mrs. L. O. Bradford atteriled ,a
Mrs. Harcy Murphy. president, vin Napier, Gary Ray Wallace. luncheon Wednesday in Union
TRUCK COVERS
opened the meeting with the de- Judy Stinnet, Lyn Cravens and City given by Mrs. Morris Miles.
they giso
votional followed by prayer by Sandra Hailey of Mayfield.
Well wee*, th• protection
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Roper and
seams
Rev. Stone. In the absence of the
Waterproof, double•stitched
Ballooni -were given as favors. Miss Pearl Milner have returngrorn•
Bross
Pickcorners.
C.
and dog-eared
program leader, Mrs. R.
Alvin Jene received many nice ed to their home in Glendale,
assure
mots with toothed washers
ering, Mrs. Murphey conducted gifts.
visit
l
weeks
severa
after
cse.
Calif.,
1411
few fastening. Weight
with friends and relatives in ,I
MRS. BARD
$20.35
Fulton.
14
12 x
HOSTESS TO
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra have
BRIDGE CLUB
returned from a weekend trip to
$13.20 each
600 x 16 Knobby tires
Mrs. G. G. Bard was hostess to New Orleans, La.
2.06 each
burg
of
r
afterDyers
__
Bob
Taylo
ay
Mrs.
Tuesd
____
club
s
her bridge
60Q x 16 heavy duty tube
gal.
$2.95
noon at her home on Carr street, is attending the bedside of her
__
reeze
antif
Permanent
One guest, Mrs. Ann Whitnel, mother who is seriously ill in the .
gal.
95c
__
Methanol antifreeze
was included in the two tables Fulton Hospital.
of members. Mrs. T. M. Franklin
•
was high scorer for the aftdrPILOT OAK
$1.00 gal.
noon.
B. G. Lowry, Cor.
Turpentine
At the cloSe of the games the
$2$2.7500
Linseed oil
Suntlaymfternoon guests of Mr.
hostess served delicious refreshMr.
wPre
Yates
John
Mrs.
and
t
were
ments. Mealaurs playing
Red barn and roof pain
Yates and fami- '
$4.75 gal.
MesdamesrlIPPINeatlin, J. E. Fall, and Mrs. Willie
Outside white house paint
,
and
e
Yates
Berni
Yates,
,
Roy
ly,
n
Clanto
Sr., L. O. Bradford,
•
•
ld.
•
of
*
ve
Mayfie
Mr.
Leane
DavD.
J.
Meacham, Abe Jolley,
Mrs. Richard Lowry himored
is, and J. C. Scruggs.
08c lb.
her husband with a birthday supAll common nails __
presea.
Those
g.
10c
y
evenin
Frida
per
S
100)
of
MRS. PAUL BUTT
Hog rings (box
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
ea.
35c
HONORS THE ANNIE
_
__
ers
ring
Hog
Williams and family, Mr. and
ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
41/44_
1/1'
Mrs. Burnal Lowry, Mr. and .7.1r,
Mrs. Paul Butts was hostess to R. S. Gossum and boys.
akel
the Annie Armstrong Circle of
Homem
The Pilot Oak
the First Baptist Church at her and their families enjoyed a
home on College street.
Friday
house
fry at the school
There were ten members and evening.
,
one visitor, Mrs. Allen Austin
Emmett Finley is v.- ing relpresent.
The meeting opened with prayer by Mrs. Austin, followed by
the roll call and minutes by Mrs.
Lubin Grissom:
Miss Adele Rhodes gave an interesting program, and was assisted by Mrs. Mozelle Rawls,
ary
Mrs. James Hyland and Mrs.
We ignite you te celebrate with us our 3rd annirers
James -Faulkner. The meeting
closed with prayer by Mrs.
Rawls. During the social bour a
delicious sandwich plate was
served by the hostess.
merchandising period we

Quality Feeds

for
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The Guild of the First Christian Church met in the home of
Mrs. J. E. Williams on the Union City Highway with Mrs. Wallace Asby. co-hostess.
The meeting was called to order by the president, Mrs. J. A.
Poe, followed by the Lord's
Prayer repeated in unison.
Mrs. F. D. Phillips, program
chairman, presented an interesting program. She was assisted by
Mrs. Wallace Shankle who gave
an impressive devotional. Three
interesting articles from World
Call were by Mrs. William H.
Sewell, her title was "We Be-

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Glocks and Tirne
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate
ly Repaired at Low Coat by-ANDREWS

Jewelry Company

After passing through a difficult
the market.
can now offer you the best "name" brands on
Johnston's originals in dresses
Nitey Nite Sleepers
Mrs. Day's Baby Shoes
and fine, sanforized corduroys.
Jumping Jack Shoes
Mineapolis Underwear

IWANTA Knits

ds fill our shop.'
These and many other famous bran

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
A GIFT
FOR EVERY CHILD VISITING THESE TWO DAYS!
The

Tiny Toggery

221 MAIN STREET

PHONE 1219

ANS

1949

3. F. Bynum of Folsomdale of•
al.
TO51 OLIVER
City.
visited Mrs. Loupe Haley.
Wiley v.'as a veteran of World ficiated with the American LegServices were held Wednesday
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Alene
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler,
F
of Fulton conducting
Sandy Branch' Madding Sampson, and a son, War II, having entered the,serv- ,
at
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones .Brann, afternoon
Legionatres
Mrs. Lessie Forrester Mr. and Church for Tom Oliver of Mar- William J. Sampson, Jr.
;ce on Apri1629, 1942 and received servi.:. -it the grave.
were pallbearers. _
. .
,
Mrs.. RObert.Irvan and Mr- . and .u,n, Route . 3, who. died Tuesday
virs discharged on Jan: 20, 1946.
Mrs. C. E. Williams were at Gil- morning at the Haws Hospital
Funeral services for Mr. Samp- He was a member ot the Marshal
The F-terson accident occured
bertsville Dam Saturday night i:ere. Burial, under the direction son were held at the Whitnel Alexander Post No. 72 of the
on the Union City Highway near
B
3:30
k
at
fh
fishing.
chapel,
Funeral Home
American Legion._
Houston's Dairy when the PeteMr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams Horne, was in the church ceme- Thursday afternoon. The Hey.
in t931
Funeral services were held son cal collided with a vehicills
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cup- tery. He was 64, He was a mem- J. T. Drace, pastor of the South
the driver, by Roy Fergtison of Fulples in Memphis Friday arid ber of Pleasant View Baptist Fulton Baptist Church, officiat- Thursday afternoon from
Saturday and attended the fair. Church.
ed. Burial witS in the Eastview Whittle' Funeral Home with bur- ,ton. lie was brought to Th.ws
John Freeman a birthday dinner They also visited Mr. and Mrs.
ial at Oak Grove Cemetery. Rev. Hospital, for treatment
ist Union, City.
He leaves his wife, two half- Cemetery
Sunday. Those present were: Mr. Henry Cupples in Henderson.
..
'
which
and
Plardy
Vaugifn
in
brothers,
and Mrs. Charlie Oliver and
accident
Another
Mrs.
rs. rene a es visit
'
' tt IT
Charles, Mr. and Mrs, Philip Cottle Henderson Saturday aft- Clint Vattern of Jackson, Mich., Wiley was killed occurrey'd on thei
and a halfesitter, Mrs. Jessie
kocher, Mrs. Ardel Sams,, Mrs.. ernoon.'
Hishway near Cayce,
Campbell of Los Angeles.
Elizabeth Pope, fvlr. and Mrs.
when the automobile in which
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. 'Williams
Harry Freeman and son and John
Wiley and Plant were riding hit
Ladd and Mrs.
S.
J.
Kara,
and
Freeman.
a.n abuttMent on the Will/wham
and
Mr.
visited
Williams
Betty
of
Allen
Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Brdge, after it became Aiut of
Dresden Two Killed—
of
Palmer
Richard
Mrs.
Mrs.
of
guests
Memphis are the
control following a blow-out.
(Continue 'row page one)
Sunday afternoon.
Dorothy Stephenson.
Lowe, of Fulton, first witA.
William
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to reach the scene of the
ness
machina
as
employed
was
He
be
life
in
Let all your vieWs
'1% 0•0
SO 1
during the rainstorm
Heilt and' children of Clinton
solid, however ist's helper at the I. C. Round- accident
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs., directed to a
brought Plant to the Fulton Hos426 Loke St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
here.
house
withce;
independen
moderate,
Percy Veatch and son.
of pital in a Whitnel ambulance. He
member
a
was
Sampson
Mr.
nor
happy,
be
can
man
arrivSunday afternoon visitors IA! out it rio
the Christian Church of Union was pronounced dead on
ius.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Maxwell were even honest—Jun
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Meadows and
Wanda.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cooley had
as their Thursday night supper
guests, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Cooley, Mr. arid Mrs. Walter Cunningham and Ruth of Crutchfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cooley and
girls of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Warren of Dayton, O.,
and William Edward Cooley of
Arizonia.
Mrs. Mary Melton spent the
weekend in Union City with nand Mrs. Dude Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brockwell
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Speed, Clifford Fergerson and Arvel Brock- I
well spent the weekend in Nashville. They attended the Grand
7,149.95; Velour
Ole Opry and the penitentiary.
Mr. and Mrs. Doc Dublin and
children were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison.
Mrs. Nelda Matheny was hostFriday
ess to a weiner roast
night. Those present were: Mr.
12xl5
12x12
9x12
s-•;'es, regularly priced
and Mrs. Sonny Armbruster, Mr.
Of"and Mrs. G. A. Underwood and
reduced accordingly.
6199.95,
to
son, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Bynum
1495 1895
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Randel McAlister and children, Mr.
Odd Tapestry Couch, Reg. $69.96,
and Mrs. Elis Bizzel and children,
Mr. and leis. Joe Harvey, Mr.
Now reduced to $49.95.
...nd Mrs. Clarence Oliver and
GS:
RL
SHAG
ON
SAVE
children, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Collison and daughter, Betty -Lou
34x54, $7.45
24x36. $2.98. 24x48,
Owen, Harry, Billy, Carolyn.
and
Martha and Bonnie White
Jess Pickard and daughter.
Several friends of Martha Luther entertained her • with a
The
brithday dinner Monday.
included: Martha
liA
guest
Grimes, Gertrude Bennett„ Doris
Pearcy, Helen Matthews, Irene
Jackson, Gladys Ross and Net- I
tie Lee Copelen.
(Three
Our deepest systpathy to Fred
Mullins, Dorothy and Linda Pit3-Way
man due to the death of Mrs.
priced at
regularly
Pearl Pitman.
Some,
Blubs)
$119.95

VAL/ 710m

ENT

ion tax
World
South
lso has
ier's in-

"B" SECTION
Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. DOc Bennett and
daughter spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. B. E. Bennett of Cayce.
Red Bowlin, Bailey Roberts,
Leo Greengrass and Guthrie Luther spent the weekend at Bass
Bay, Tenn., fislaing.
Mrs. Martha Grimes gave Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Freeman and

ORPHEUM
(M.S-1664)

,

•

HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated

lowell,
.rth o
m born
spital.
Crider,
a baby
et. 2 at
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Friday - Saturday
2 — Big Hits — 2

a
"
Ina
veRNIOP i
'7 WEISSMULLER

1 NOY) SISINFRIS
RAWLS 11111ORD • PONN11,

— plus

llit
atztil
it
"

EC1) .2

For Fine

MADE'S

am
Liquors

DINING SALE
LIVING ROOM
SUITE

SAVE!
INOLEUM

Rugs

$99.95

695

11riv
artoon---CURTAIN RA7.01:"
Serial: Brick Bradford No. 8

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
Fir.t Ron

Every Woman
Goes for a

Tient

, Clikoi
4/N
:

RS
g.r•
SOON'S
s

,
von
ossur•

4i

/1
0#

20.35

gal.
gal.
gal.
gal.

)8c lb.
.0c ea.
15c ea.

BEDROOM StlIES

FULTON ROUTE 3

) each
5 each
gal...
gal.

l0
i0
'0
'5

SAVE!

Added Comedy

Wednesday - Thursday
Double Feature

LESS
folrliaid•
og
muss
ErciTINEPITI

Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Caurion and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brown
visited Mrs. Mary Beth Munson
in Memphis Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams
and Mrs. Betty Williams spent
last weekend in Sturgis, Ky.,
with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. West.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams,
Kara and J. S. Ladd visited Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Lasswell and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Frields in
Arkansas Wednesday and Thursday of last week. On their way
home they came by Cairo and

$39.95

9-WAY

FLOOR LAMPS

priced
regularly
suites,
Substantial
Other $299.95, at
ductions
to
Re

SAVE!

FULTON_

5-Burners

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

U pright

Dorothy Lamour

Oven

•
Porcelain
AS7'
BEE4XF
top.
SETS
reg.
S69.95
NOW
Dozens of
$49•95
other
dining
roon?
breakfast
sidles at
and
prices!
reduced

in

"Manhandled"

KEROSENE COOK STOVE

plus

FREE
DELIVERY

WILL JAMES'

SAND
Reg. $91.56

with
MARIE STEVENS

Our Entire Stock Is ReOced To Move

COLEEN GRAY

s.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.

IAY!

JOE31c(,'REA
YIR6INIA MAYO

Gary Cooper

Upholstered

in

Seat & Back

TASK FORCE

Pull-UP

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

, by RAOUL WALSH
'
arr.

'Sf

enture of a Dog
A Gallant Ach
and his Friends:

RUSTY SAVES
• A LIFE
TED DONALDSON
GLORIA HENRY

Loretta Young
Celeste Holm

COME TO
THE STABLE

CHAIRS AND ROCKERS

Pictures

Vanity Lamps

Mirrors
Table Lamps

Sirollers
Baby Jumpers

Pin-Up Lamps
Phone Sets

Cocktail Tables
Card Tables

Odd Divans
Elec. Appliances

Odd Chairs
Platform Rockers

Doll Buggies
Smokers
Ironing Boards
Wool Throw Rugs Kitchen Stools
End Tables
Kitchen Cabinets
Base Cabinets
Wall Cabinets

McDade Furniture Company
212 Church Street

Fulton

Phone 905
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Kentucky
The Fulton County News, Fulton,
Fage

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

LIQCERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Fulton

"Buck Bushart"

Depot Street

The Woman's Page

f•

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM

....,A.REARGEAND SERVICE
24-HOUR
Phone 293

DAY OR
NIGHT

HAINLINE'S

Thomas, Mrs. Jack Carter and
ay
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
Mrs. C. D.,_Edwards, Thursd
Norman
ATTEND MEETING
'home on
her
at
night
ON SEPTEMBER 29th
street.
HomeLadies from the Fulton
the
Mrs. Edwards was high scorer
ed
attend
who
makers Club
g in for the evening and Mrs. Joe
meetin
akers
Homem
annual
second high.
Hickman, September 29 at the Treas
were
Church
served a lovely
First Christian
hostess
The
Lawand
Mesdames: J. H. Lawrence,
plate to the guests
party
srence Bowen, Vernon Robey, members: Mrs. Treas, Mrs.
Fred Bondurant, H. G. Butler Morgan Omar, Mrs. J. A. Poe,
Hill, Mrs. Stanley
and F. 1-1! Riddle.
nt Mrs. Clyde
Thomas Mahan and
Mrs. Jewell J. Duncan, Assista
Mrs.
Jones,
Director of Public Information, Misses Mary Homra, Ann GodHighKentucky' Department of
frey and Andy DeMyer.
ways, guest speaker gave a most
talk
interesting and informative
High- Mrs. Cate was enroute to Nashon "Historic Kentucky
Miss ville for a visit with relatives.
ways." Another speaker,
Mrs. L. A. Clifton is vistng
State
nt
Assista
Leone Gillett,
sister, Mrs. H. J. Jakobe
her
Kenof
sity
Univer
Leader of the
family in Missouri.
and
talk.
ting
interes
an
tucky, made
Home
Ben Morris has returned
d,
Mrs.
McLeo
Mrs. Bertha
in
es
Demonstration Agent, also spoke from a visit with relativ
d
Tenn.
hundre
n,
One
Jackso
group.
the
before
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Engle and
ladies attended.
little son, Lee, and Miss Lola
Homra left Saturday for a visit
MRS. MORSE
with relatives in Oklahoma.
ENTERTAINS
has returned
BRIDGE CLUB
C. W. Burrow
in
al
Mrs. N. T. Morse entertained from the Baptist Hospit a mabridge Memphis after undergoing
the Thursday afternoon
ion. He is doing fine
club at her home on Washington jor operat
at his home on Jefferson street.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Mull, Burt,
Two guests, Mrs. Bertes Pigue
and Mrs. Dudley Meachrun were
of
included in the two tables
members.
Mrs. B. O. Copeland received
high score prize for the members and Mrs. Pigue received
guest high.
WE MAKE
At the close of the games the
hostess served a sandwich plate.

FULTON, KY.

EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 9t6

and Mrs. Manie Phelps have returned to their.home in Detroit
Miss Mary
after a visit with
Swann Bushart and other relatives.
Bartle Osgood of Louisville,

HIGHWAYS ARE AT THEIR GOLDEN BEST

gfigirwag
1004y

PEELSONALS

a7RAS

Fa': Dips by

GREY11101161D
EXTRA COMPORT • EXTRA SCENIC SEAUTV
E XTRA CONVENIENCE • • EXTRA SAVINGS
\ta—

ei*
P
foe YOUR wip!
SEE THE FOLKS
THIS FALL
Get back for that reunion, by Greyhound!
HUNTING, FISHING
IN FULL SWING
0-e'ytiound goes s0,ere
the sport is bestl

• Color.bright ausasmn highways... zestful
u.,eather . more room at hotels and resorts
... it's Take-a-Trip Time! In planning Fall
trips, remember that Greyhound offers extra
comfort in deep-cushioned chairs, extra scenic
beauty through wide observation windows,
extra convenience with frequent, well-timed
schedules, extra •savings because of budget.
stretching fares.
By Greyhound ycm can visit any of the 48
States, go up into Canada, or down to Mexico.
So now when travel's at its finest ... in Take.
a-Trip Time ... take this tip: go Gre-

Whe-AmIXTR4-71-0
AT THIS' DOLLAR-SAVING LOW
One Way

IF YOU LIKE
FUN, FESTIVALS
The hcrvest season is
goy ond colorful!

Hot Springs Ark.
hliami, Fla.
Santa Fe, N. D.I.
131-.-2,,:c'x, Ariz.
De.iv .r, Colo.
Salt Lake City
San Antonio, Tex.

HAVE FUN IN
THE BIG CITY
Sore cc, to soend
there- by Greyhound!

$ 6.35
18.05
23.50
32.70
21.35
31.55
16.45

Round Trip
$12.35
32.50
42.30
58.85
38.0
56.05
29.65

UNION BUS STATION
A at

Ith and Carr

MAW

AMY
104lalig

Phone 44

GREYHOUND

ruilanninoiliiiinuilimmoriliF..
7E-

walk
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to L to
CAL
NE
PHO
A
?
back
and
town
down
/ brings our
"75'
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

ES111111111111E115111111111
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rtit

re
e

t00,4,

sight
the,
for
insurance
whole family when
you fill the empty
sockets with proper
size light bulbs. Keep
a supply on hand.
Cet yours from
your dealer Today.'
Pete ktlyillg

Phone 401 For
Mrs. Millard Sorsen of Wash
the
ington, N. J., is attending
Radio Maintenance
bedside of her mother, Mrs. R.
E. Goldsby, who is quite ill at
Then just watch our speed as
her home on Carr street.
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel an expert serviceman hurries
and children of Portagesville.
with the
Mo., were Sunday guests of his out to your house
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Nof- kind of service that's made us
fel and other relatives.
famous.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holladay
Memphis,
attended the fair in
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Huff have
returned from a visit with her
And Tire Company
sister, Mrs. Richard Speidle, who
,
in
Burlhome
her
at
ill
is quite
205 Commercial Ave.
ington, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bell have
returned from a two weeks visit
Jacksonvilh,
with relatives in
Miami and other points of interest in Florida.
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Shields
and Children, Dorothea and 1Vrelinda, left Saturday for Paducah
to make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade and Mr. and Mrs. LawrencP
Holland attended the VanderbiltAlabama football game ir. Nash- ,
ville Saturday.
C.W.O. and Mrs. Claude Murry
of Ft. pix, N. J. have arrived in.rt
Fulton and will be the guests o.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hutcherson or
Arch street
Mr. arid Mrs. Don Hilt Mary
CERTI-SAFE
Ann and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
the VanderbiltHill attended
Alabama game in Nashville-Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. L. A. Perry attended the fair in Memphis last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta and
spent the weekend
little son
with relatives in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Dame and
Nancy, spent
little daughter,
Sunday with relatives in Paducah.
Mrs. William R. Cate and children of St. Louis visited her father, N. G. Cooke and his aunt,
Miss Inez Binford, who is a patient in the Fulton Ho.spital.

all
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Effii4CKY UTILITIES COMPANY

CITY ELECTRIC

You get all those

..assamassaiesseaum•

11101110maimalllswermilsew
04
,
-41001111

YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

MRS. HOMRA
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Fred Homra entertained
the members of her bridge club
and three guests, Mrs. Charles

only in ow prwate
spent Saturday with his mother, of life, not
all public and inMrs. Elizabeth Osgood on Pearl affairs, butAncontacts. — Canon
ternational
street.
Shepphard.
The only hope of avoiding war
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
is to accept Christianity as a way

C 0 RP 011

AfE

D

No other low-priced car
offers you all these EXTRA VALUE,'
s- •
'
00011110
.

FISHER BODY
aTYLING AND LUXURY

CENTER -POINT
STEERING

WORLD'S CHAMPION
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE

Chevrolet
and Chevrolet alone
offers you all these
EXTRA Values
vest cost!
--Cgi—

The Styleline De Luxe 4-000, S•dom
'•..a

EXTRA ECONOMICAL
TO OWN—OPERATE—
MAINTAIN

CURVED WINDSHIELD
with
PANORASUC VISISIUTT

FISHER
UNISTERL SOOT
CONSTRUCTION

WIDS-SASI WHIMS LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAlt
IN ITS FULD,
plus LOW-PRESSURE
wit% WIDEST TREAD
TIMIS
•

•

CITY MOTOR COMPANY e 38

110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phon

this month—so "ALL ABOARD FOR VALUES UNLIMITED!"
-Service Specials all
We're featuring Chevrolet Super
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.

, Qctober 7, 1949

A large crowd attended the
Sunday afternoon and evening
services at the State Line Mission. There were visitors from
Clinton and Union City. Each
and everyone is always welcOme
to attend the services.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks, Edna and Willis Howard spent Sunday with their son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks of
Clinton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman +Collier
spent Thursday in Memphis attending the fair.

only in our private
in all public and incontacts. — Canon

0 for Job Printing.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
attended church at Cayce Sunday morning and the Mission
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore, Albert and Mrs. Jacie Hicks spent
Sunday with their daughter and
family, Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Moore
of Clayton, Tenn.
Mrs. Hubert Boulton -was able
to be removed from the FullerGillum Hospital in Mayfield to
Jones Hospital here Saturday.
Mrs. Boulton is sldwly improvisg
after a major operation several
days ago.
Our sympathy goes to the
Goodwin family of Pilot Oak in
the passing o their wife and mother, Mrs. Maude Pearl Goodwin.
Mrs. Goodwin died Thursday
morning at the Fuller-Gillum
. Hospital after a month of illnes& She leaves her husband, J.
E. Goodwin, anci a small daughter, Paula Fay. Mr. Goodwin is
a brother of Mr. Ccinnie Goodwin of Nit. Carmel Community.
Little Jimmie and Tommie
Jackson of Clinton spent the
weekend with their mother, Mrs.
Bill Covington and Mr. Covington. They also visited their
grandmother, Mrs. Maggie Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson.
Charles and Mary Elizabeth attended church at Cayce Sunday
morning.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird attended the funeral of Mrs. Maude
Goodwin at Pilot Oak Friday afternoon at 2:30 p.m., at the Baptist Church. Rev. Baird and Rev.
Willis had charge of the services.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent a while Sunday evening
with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
and Edna Virginia.
Rev. Earl Baird is ill of a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Smith and
daughter and Mrs. Ralph Rawton
of Paducah were visitors in this
commi:nity Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
Edna Virginia and Mr. and Mrs,
Edgar Grissom attended Fellowship Meeting Monday at the
Assembly of God Church at
Cayce.
Mr. Porter Cathey and son-inlaw, 011ie Robey of Water Valley
spent a while Monday morning
with Edgar Grissom.
Our sick folks are all improving, Mrs. James Brown is dOing
nicely. There are several with
colds but none are seriously ill.

r
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Does

Loss of
earing
RobYou
of Success and
Happiness? '

FISHER BODY
LING AND LUXURY

Here's new hope for the hard of hear.
lag. Thousands have discovered that
a Beltone hearing aid restores them to
esormal business and social life
helps them hear clearly again without
'train. Tbe tiny one-unit Deltone is so
east to wear. No separate battery
park. No dangling battery wires.
Unsurpassed for power and clarity.

Ch evrolet
and Chevrokt alone
offers yott all these
EXTRA Values
costt

P, TOO, TAKES OFF ITS HAT
TO MR. C.WHIT BLOUNT
OF WAYNESBORO, GEORGIA
-AND TO ALL OUR OTHER GOOD
COMPETITORS WHO
HAVE TAKEN A SIMILAR STAND
An Editortal From The Atlanta
Journal, I
Thursday, Sept. 29, 1949

Competitor Denounces
Suit Against A&P
THE BOLD three-column
advertisemei., in
the current issue of the
Waynesboro True
Citizen catches the reader's eye.
We quote
it in fail.
'
To our notion that
advertisement by C. Whit
Blount
states
the economic and govern_
mental aspects of the case
against A&P
with a clarity and forcefulness
that most
of the editorial comment has
lacked.
Also it strikes us as a fine example of
sportsmanship in business.
Incidentally, it is about as effective an advertisement as could have been written for
Mr. Blount's "Groceteria".
_aak
Makes you sort of wish you were in
Waynesboro to trade with him, doesn't it?

No Buffett
in the Ear
Elide rout death:teas with the
sear Beltone Fhaotomold.
People won't ocaice roe
vrear • hearing ftitl•
coupon today for FREE
booklet that cella all tise
amazing Nem

A Word
For Our
Competitor
The Great
Atlantk&Pacific
There has
Tea Co.
been a
move by

department of the
the anti
-frost
Federal
stroy our
Government to deleading
Store.
competitor, the ALP
Food
It may
seem odd,
but we are
this move.
opposed to
The A&P
., ,,,,F...",.,,,,t%
Co., is
competito
definitely our
r - they
keep us
strongest
are still in
hopping.
business Rot, we
it by
selling quality And Ex,panding.
Wo do
close margin
merchandise,
and selling
at CLOSERbuYing 0•
The so
called "trust
margin.
the A&P Co.
-busters" charge
control some of
fiat
and
the
processing ends of
a result,
the food prodoction
they hold
the cost business. As
foods.
price down
en
WELL,
WHATI WRONG
If A&P
wart THIS??
holds the
costs
suppliers hold
down, it makes
their costs
our
down to the
competitive level.
same
They can
AND SO CAN
sell
WE.
cheaper,
We intend
to
continue to try
merchandise than
to
A&P; We also sell better
to have
will continue
competitive prices.
RUT, We
don't believe
any
the
individual should
government, or
try
that is doing
to break
a good,
up a firm
dean,
serving the
effident job of
people 'of this
country.
C. Whit
1310U1'4"Itr '°-d'''

Waynesboro Groceteria

geglinplee0-PACI
Owe-Volt Waring Aid

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
'Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage
'Write for home demonstration.
;NO COST — NO OBLIGATION

efine De Luxe 4-Door Soden

Advertitensent
Waynesboro TruePront 77k•
Citizen

O. A. Roland
'Phone 4948
2031 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
FPEE ROOK

)NGILST, HRAVIRST CAB
IN ITS FIELD.
WIDIST TRLAO

MAU

0(Jo

,11

Ratene Hearth, Service

1

Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
Plossart ase saleable FRAE
ILAINSS AND HOw

•
Name

.1
WES UNUMITED!"

•

Address
Tows
...•••••••••

SMIN

N

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
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DUKEDOM RT. 2
miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
Shirley Wiggins and Jackie
,
Edwards were guests of Arthur
Lene Hicks Tuesday night of last
week.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and{
Sirs. Tremon Rickman were: Mr.
and Mrs. James Ellegood and
boys of Arlington and Mr. and
en.
Vars. O. F. Taylor and childr
Wilma Williams, Mrs.
Wow
e
Tennie House and Mrs. Evalin
'Yates were in Mayfield Thursday shopping.
tbe
A large crowd attended
in
'funeral of Mrs. Jess Goochv
PiFriday afternoon, held at the
Rev,
led Oak Baptist Church with
es.
Willis in charge of the seivic
Ky.
She was buried at Cuba,
TayRobert Waggoner, Marion
Jimlor, James Earl Moore and
Satmy Lowry were in Fulton
-urday night.
Mesdames Mabel Johnson and
Evaline Yates are taking chiropractor treatments from Dr. Holland.
sevMrs. J. E. Finley spent
siseral days last week with her
F,istter, Mrs. T. C. House. Mr.
this
ley is visiting in Detroit at
time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy drove
to Obion Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor
sishopped in Mayfield on Wedne
day of last week.
Mrs.
Mrs. Ida Yates visited
Ancie Yates and family Sunday.
Charles Williams and Jo Lynn
Emerson visited Mr. and Mrs. T.
-C. House Sunday.
Bettie Sue and Peggy Casey
visited in Fulton Sunday after-noon
Rev. McMinn preached to a
large audience Sunday at Bethleharm The revival starts at the
church Sunday night October 9.
_Rev. Ralph Champion of Wingo
will do the preaching and 13ill
Adatthfws will lead the singing.
-Everyone is invited to attend
;these services.

PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe, Cor.
.Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe, Joe
and Jane spent Saturday in
blemphis attending the fair.
`Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Evans
and children of Jordan, Ky., and
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Evans were
dinner guests df Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Burcham Sunday.
Rev. J. W. Smith is still very

Bargain Browsing
Hours Are Still
The Same
In Our New
Location*
County News building on
* Now located in the former Fulton
r Co.
Fourth street, across from Bob White Moto

We Are Closing Out Lots of Merchandise
street location we
In our limited space at our new Fourth
lines, and the variecannot possible continue to carry all of the
We are therefore
past.
ty of small goods that we have had in the
ise. WATCH
hand
obliged to discontinue certain lots of merc
RANTEE to save
OUR ADS from week to week — WE GUA

.111Mrs. Riley Smith is some better this week.
Mrs. Elbert Austin spent the
-weekend in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long
spent the weekend in IVIemphis
visiting friends and attending the
„Mid-South Fair.
Mrs. DeWitt MattheWs is working in Halls, Tenn., this week_
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd: Bowen
and daughter were Sunday Zia- !
ner guests of Mrs. Christine
Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. John Matthews,
'Mrs. Charles Lowe, Miss Roberta
'EleMyer and Jack Matthews at-tended a singing in Union City
Friday night.
•

Oil - Burning
HEATERS

LAUNDRY HEATERS
Values $10.95 and $14.95

One-Burner Bathroom Size Savoil Heater,
Reg. Price $12.50.

ONE-THIRD OFF

CHRISTIAN,SCIENCE
"Are Sin, Disease, and EleastV;!
Real?" is the subject of the Les-1
von-Sermon which will be read;
m all Christian Science churr_bes
throughout the world on Sundlif.
October 9, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "God be
merciful unto us, and bless its:
a-nd cause his face to shine upcm
vs; that thy way may be kilovolt
upon earth; thy saving heath
among all nations." (Ps. 67:7,2)
which
Among the citations
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible: "0
Jenisalem, wash thine heart from
wickedness, that thou mayest be
imvecl. How long shall thy vain
thoughts lodge within thee"'
(Jer. 4:14).

you money.
We WILL CONTINUE to handle the following: kitchenware,
g
electric fixtures, tables, dishes, rugs, radios, appliances, livin
room, dining room and bedroom furniture, stoves, records and
albums, and household and garden tools. Come see us!

KOL-GAS

Stovepipe, Floor Boards, Elbows,
Scuttles, etc.

100-1b. size for 4 to 5 rooms mag-

ONE THIRD OFF

azine type. $64.95 Reg. Price...

ONE THIRD OFF

Several Used Heaters On Hand
Bargain Prices

, 'MIRACLE BRAND' AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC
ROASTER

CLOSEOUT! $9.95
Several Sizes and Styles in
Electric Heaters At Bargain
Closeout Prices.

2-Burner Savoil Heater Reg, $36.95.

CLOSEOUT! $25.00

BARGAIN! REG. $129.95

ZENITH
WASHER
CLOSEOUT AT ONLY

Cooks A Complete Meal
Special Cakes For
Special Events
UNDERWOOD'S, your hawse .
town, dependable bakery.
proreadv at short notice to
vide that special cake. tor that
special occasion. Put in your
order no v for a wedding,
.
birthday or party cake .
.and we'll do the rest.

UNDERWOOD.
BAKERY
210; Commercial
Phone 126

Fulton

Reg. Price
$44.95
Closeout At

New Location
217 East
Fourth St.

29.95

99.95

ULTON acrillyEURNITLIK co.

New Location
217 East
7:mirth St.

, October 7, 1949
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HERE IN 4 YEARS

vided, of course, that the necessary capital can be attracted to
the business.
Progress In Fulton
Growth and demand for teleConstruction of new facilities Phone service in Kentucky have
by the Southern Bell Telephone followed the same progressive
Company during the four years pattern 'as the South as a whole,
since V-J Day has brought post_ according to F. H. Riddle. Telewar telephone growth to Kenlit6
o5
n6 aoln
6nv
ej
haD
va
eyin
t(-)
tucky at a rate six times the pre- P
crheuanse
esd ifnroF
mu
war rate of development. In Ful-la,total of over 2395 today, he
ton this'growth has meant 739 stated. Mr. Riddle said that this
more phones in the city.
means each telephone is much
This was revealed today as the I more valuable today than ever
telephone company reported on before because each customer is
four years of record-breaking able to call more people and
telephone progress in the state-- more people can call hi's.
and looked forward to what's yet
to be done in meeting the heavMississippi Plantation Life:
iest demands for telephone service ever experienced.
The Writings Of
PHONES ADDED

We Handle
Only

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
FULTON
PHONE III

Happy's liquor Store
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

Yes, Prices Reduced

OLD FORESTER
BOTTLED IN BOND

ifIts

6.10

enware,
s, living
ords and

OLD

le
rORESTEI
•IF*
•
.

11.•••••••• si.
10 •••
'
L....*•

Savoil Heater.

3.85

4 YEARS OLD

..Pfd
••••.•••••=
••••
•••
7
••••*
••••••••
"
•4
"
::;.•
••••

1.95

(00

Fifhs

Pints

4.50

2.85

12

P It001

Pad,

1.45

111'e Carry A Large and Complete Line Of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG

HAPPY HOGAN

WRAY WARD

Located on Church Street
Across Front Andrews Jewelry Store

95

FULTON, KENTUCKY

eg. $36.95.

5.00

Pints

I

EARLY TIMES

QS,/

ing
RS

Pints

100 PROOF

The Telephoae Company, alMattis Dear
ready planning and engineering!
in preparation for the installation I
Well, I made my way over to
of vast amounts of telephone Zion
MBC pastored by the Rev.
equipment, quickly set its con- D.
Steren. Prayer service
was
struction program in .motion af- conducte
d by the officers then
ter V-J Day. As it has progressed the ushers
done their duty. A
in the past few years, the de- prayer
was offered
over
the
mands for telephone service have poor
saint offering by the Rev.
kept growing
by leaps and Cross. Offering was
$10.75.
bounds.
Mrs. Will Ella Hudley made a
wedding
trip
to
Washing
ton, D.
Southern Bell has added 106,264 telephones in Kentucky n C. She was glad when she come
back.
She
had
a
;:ery
the four-year span, compared
pleasant
with 25,253 in the four-year preThe baby contest was sponsorwar period from 1936 through
1939. There were 180,513 tele-1 ed by Sister A. L.
McLarkin.
phones in service in the state at Welcome address by Sister Milthe beginning of September four dred Larry. Song by Sister Katie
years ago--286,777 at the start McLaughlin. Babies raised the
sum of $172.90 cents. Sister Edof September this year.
mond raised $42.90 cents of that.
Growth in South Outstrips
Now let me tell you one thing
East of U. S.
if you want anything to go over
The telephone growth which the top just turn
it over to woI Southern Bell has brought to men. They took
the
babies in
Kentucky and the rest of the their mothers arms
and raised
South has been much greater $172.20.
than the growth experienced in
So now I am picking on my
the nation outside the South. 5th bale of cotton.
Mr. Young
The economic progress, both sure is nice to his
colored people.
manufacturing and agricultv which has taken place in ..•
For both he that
has caused the demands- tot ,elesanctifieth
phone service to set new recerds and they who are sanctified are
—and likewise Southern BelYs all of one: for which cause
he
performance in constructing new (Jesus) is not ashamed to
call
facilities has reached new high them brethern.—Hebrews 2:11.
The crest and crowning of all
levels. In Kentucky, for the fourgood,
year period ending with SeptemLife's final star, is Brotherhood
ber 1, 1949, a total of $34,664,000
—Edwin Markham
has been spent for new facilities
—four times the 1936-1939 rate
of construction.
Long distance facilities have
been greatly expanded during
the past four years. Installation
of vast amounts of long distance
swilchboards, Central, Office
equipment and thousands
of
miles of cable have resuited in a
decrease in the time required to
complete calls from one city to
another.

Choose Fall Travel,
Says Greyhound
"The mellow Fall season, with
its colorful foliage and cooler,
zestful weather, is practically
perfect for all kinds of pleasure
trips," said Mr. Edwin J. Homer,
Traffic Manager of Dixie GreYhound Lines. At a recent meeting of Greyhound ticket agents.
Mr. Bomer also pointed out that
more and more people are becoming aware of the wide varietty of trips that are especially
enjoyable in the Fall months.

WHY WAIT?

until winter's early darkness slips up on you
CHECK THE WINDOWS IN!YOUR HOME.
OFFICE. BUSINESS AND AUTOMOBILE
AND CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

FULTON PALM AND GLASS COMPANY
Phone 909

Free Pick-up and Delivery Service.

"People have done so much of
their traveling for so long in the
Summer months that they have
completely misied the many distinct advantages of travel during
the colorful Fall season," Mr,
Bomer said today. He added that
when people were once made aware of the increased pleasure of
such things as cooler weather for
traveling, a much wider choice
of hotel and resort accommodations, plus the more colorful
scenic beauty in the Fall, they
would discover the Autumn
months to be a particularly enticing travel season.
The brotherhood of man is an
integral part of Christianity no
less than the Fatherhood of God;
and to deny the one is no less infidel than to deny the other. —
Lyman Abbott.

DO YOU NEED
MOTOR RHBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-17?

Parisian is careful, very careful
about taking chances with lost
articles. They have gone all out
to install fool-proof systems to
guarantee that yJu get back what
belongs to you!

—Let—

WILSON'S GARAGE

PARISIAN

do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-.1
Fulton, RY.

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

HO OTHER TRUCK GIVES YOU A CH 7. :E OF

Southern Bell's postwar expansion program has extended
out of the cities and towns and
into rural Dixie. Extending telephone service to the rural f5rm
sections alone has required the
expenditure of approximately
S60,000,000 in the rural areas
since V-J Day. Heavy postwar
construction of new facilties will
continue during the remainder of
1949 and on into the future to
keep abreast of the full telephone
service needs of the South—pro-

OR

SENSATIONAL
Special Purchase

:- nelerist?"<'"?'ireT
.
'

:9• 3 sr)
,„\\*
LADIES', MENS' 17-JEWEL
FULLY GUARANT!ED
FED.
TAX
INCL.

LADIES', MENS' 7-JEWEL
WATCHES
95
Marvelous selection;

4ew Location
217 East
,.ih St.

all fitted with metal
brands.

FED.
TAX
INCL.

Accurate time pieces! Seventeen jewels! Some with yellow
top and back, some with yellow
top, stainless steel back. All
watches fitted with link and expansion band. Hurry! Quadtities
in each style are limited. Sensational purchase!

Warren's Jewelry Storey

224 Lake St
AIMI\

*BONUS: "Sornsrking pivrin in oddit;on
svlsat is usual or strictly due"—Wobstor

Ford Trucks Cost Less because

FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER
_
J. V. Cash Motor Company
Whet latest ragi•tration data on 11.106,000 trucks, Me insurance experts prove Ford

Trucks last tong.,

.

MAY1F1ELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 42
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BUY-SELL-hIRE-RENT
with ,an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50e)
/
2e
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
pe,r word.
We will be glad to help you
• prepare y.our ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All clas.ified ads are cash in.
advance.

I

FOR SALE: One motor bike, and
1
2 horse powoutboard motor,3/
er. Phone 370 or 1177-J.

it

CALL ELIZABETH WARD, 1167 RUG BINDING: Paducah Service Co. 2723 Tennessee, Phone
for Christmas Cards, plain or
5118. Paducah, Ky.
imprinted, and everyday greetcards.
ing
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds,
ATTENTION Farmers and Lumwheel chairs, WALKERS, for
rent. Geo Backer, Paducah, Ky.
berman. We are now in the
market for several thousand
CABLE CONSOLE PIANO
aB white Split Hickory Handle
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 arta 20 New 1950 Model Style 105, initial
inches long by 2 inches square. showing now. Only $595 and the
See us now for grades and only 40 inch console piano of its
prices. Will also buy all white erade shown in America at less
Hickory logs, 42" long. Clin- pan $700. See this sensational
ton ffickory Handle Blank Div. value now. Light enough for 2 laLaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co., dies to carry. Full 88 note. You
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn) may trade in any type piano and
use on budget payment plan.
Leo Wheatley, manager.
SHACKLETON'S
-FOR SALE: Charis garments all
Music Center of the South
JD one or girdles
and bras.
612 Broadway
Mrs. Vernon Roby. Phone
Next to Irvin Cobb Hotel
uso-w.
Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE- Golden Delicious, FOR SALE: New Modern fourGano and Stayman winesap
room house, bath, built on
apples. Prices 50c, $1, $2 Blue
garage_ complete Youngstown
Wing Orchard, B. O. ?inch.
kitchen with Frigidaire ElecProp. 1-4 mile south of Mt.
tric Water
Heater, i nlaid
Mariah Church.
linoleums, venetian blinds and
hardwood floors. Located in
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Highlands. Call 654.
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service. WANTED: Country hams. CurBennett Electric, Phone 201,
rent
market prices
paid.
Fallon, ICy.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
FOR SALE: Certified vigo seed
wheat.
DAVID GRAHAM.
Clinton, Ky. Phone 2383.
FOR SALE: Babby Buggy. Good
condition. See at 106 Jefferson
st. or call 1072-W. Fulton.
---WE HAVE the very latest books
in our rental Library. Rate '
15c for 3 days-3c to 5c for
each day thereafter.
Hornbeak and Holland Fireston•
Store.
,
NOTICE: Ingraved wedding invitations, announcements, call-1
brig cards, and stationery, maybe ordered at anytime from ,
Scotts Floral ..Bhopj5e. Fulton.'
FOR SALE: 52' 'nternational
Ivarvester com'•'-- ',ought new
last year, operated about 14
days, excellent condition, has
motor, would cost new about
$1500 will take $1150. See J. L
JONES. Fulton, Ky.
FOR SALE: Filling station with
paint and body shop, garage,
grease room and wash room.
Located in Fulton on highway.
Location one of the best. Can ,
be financed by right person. I
H. L. HARDY.
RETURNS FROM TRIP
Mrs. C. E. Aiken returned to
her home in Fulton Sept. 28 folIt', easy to make your floors look
lowing a three-week visit in Ohio
Ike new with Florhide, the tough,
and West Virginia.
lelastic, wear-resistant Floor
While in Ohio, Mrs. Aiken reEnamel. You'll like the way It
works, the way it looks and beet
visited her brthplace for
'the
of all the way it lasts. Comes In
frst time in 56 years, finding
9dor° ble colors, Black and White.
nothing left except the old well
to mark the location of her an$5.15 Gal.
cestral home.
The visi,t with relatives and
FULTON PAINT & • friends, included
Columbus,
GLASS COMPANY ; Cambridge, Barnsville and Temtie Church St.
Phone 909 porancevilla, Ohio, and Wheeling,
West Va.

III III III

111 Illr II If or or
M. it 1111. IL I

at a a II II It

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:

In %Vest Kentucky

Most Complete

Ken-T

•
Phone 237

442 Lake Street

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

DRUG STORE

OLAFSEN

49e W-A

MINERAL
OIL
blootz

FULTON, KY.

436 LAKE STREET

MULTIPLE
VITAMIN
CAPSULES

50c

Heavy grade
white oil.

as Bottles 4170
-la of 100 Ag=-

\
Ak iVI116°461‘111".
I
11' See FI CP.V
1
VE.
SA
YOU
t
it
i

29c
JUSTRITE

The BEAUTY FORMULA

FORMULA 20

CLEANING
FLUID

3.-7:
Lanolized CREAM z".Tectir'

SHAMPOO

30c

Reg. 89c Jars!

104..

14)fl AlgalPr
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ,1 plus
.. • twice as
much for a penny more' Buy one item at the
regular everyday selltng price add a penny and
get TWO tor just lc more, You save almost 50*-0!

243c
Glide

Strong, Sturdy

Heavy Kroft Paper

TCWAI ALWAYS WILCOVI

L

TOOTH
PASTE

2 38c
42c
5-oz. PO-DO

SHAVE
LOTION

2 43c

BAG

:0111
1
DRUS
7
I1411114

Regularly

FREE with each
purchase at our
DRUG DEPT.
during this
ONE-CENT
SALE!

39c!

2F.400
2F0R26c
49c CALAMINE
2FoR50
35c SUPPOSITORIES
2FoR36c
OF HYDROGEN. 18-oz.---SAVE 38,

1-oz. BOTTLE-- SAVE 24,

LOTION---8-oz. BOTTLE. SAVE 48,

INFANT OR ADULT SAVE 34g

tine Walgreen

MILK OF
MAGNESIA

f• Jou al

y• Tea ea Teelerewe

411111

2

AHMOYL

Sc
Luxury

MINERAL
OIL

Mints or
Fruit Drops

pints406
Our finest quality.

25c
Bottle 100

Regularly

SODA MINT
TABLETS

43c!

Finest S-Grain Tablets

WALGREEN
ASPIRIN

2.i 26c

2B.;101744c

2

2 6c

pints60C
Finest heavy oil.

Regularly 89C!

4

Satin Pink-Lanolized

25c
Pain-Ese

PERFECTION
Hand Cream

TOOTHACHE
LIQUID

291.790c
Regularly 59c!
PO-DO SHAVE BISMADINE
CREAM POWDER
uick-acting Antacid.
Lather or Brushless

2 26c

Refreshing KELLER or

Grand for Hands

Fine ORLIS
Mouth Wash

Glycerin &
Rosewater

2"60C

Full 4-ounce Size

Bottles

-See US For Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
clover, certified
uncertified; Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _
Ky. :31

13arley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.

for

79c COLD CREAM
Perfection, 8-oz. jar

Regularly 49C!

2,; 1.(1-1

Liquid -fivoleir- Cream

Deodorants
25c TOOTH BRUSH
Sterident, 4 styles

2°36c

3106 PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

Now! 1.09 TYSON
WATER BOTTLE or
six, Fountain Syringe

n feri 76

Top grade
f.
Thar

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
aes coiLEGE
into

seed Cleaning

ST.

PHONE 620
(7u.storn Grinding and Mixing

11'11 11 111 it if 11 11 WE
111111111111.1111.11111111.111.111

5c LEAD PENCILS
Eraser
tipped . . .

2for&
•

EA

2 50c

for
Safe and effective.

49c
AI0

45c
8-oz. Size

BURN
OINTMENT
2i506

DELUXE
BAY RUM

2 46c

New resta
ted behind
East State I
tion patrons
spoons, ash
ers are NO1
don't take ti

This is st
from the p
not cashing
best we evi
somewhere,
This restaui
agreement
whim they
serve soup, i
agreed not 1
Or the oni
we trust-a

Before thl
a chuckle ot
plastered al
North Mem
if it kills
money." Al
been painte
spot down
flourishes a
food make:
•• hospital rig
-which th

And whil
ty of food,
other one j
Fulton: "If
-, you ouj

slub•sbii‘dig-i
ti. sb.„,r-4,cY:::,..nce
07.
39c itlitiXIDE
2 30c 1
t,fi SHOPPING 25c Mercurochrome

Corn,Callous
Bunion Pads

37c
"ORLIS"

Ifeeti<

rit.'71%071

Amazing Vitamin Offer

AYTINAL

Volume E

tiff

sAvEY S2.68

I

SECOND HAND clothes; assort- AUTO GLASS installed while \
line; • bargains.
Bruce
you wait.- Satisfaction guaraned
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension', Fulton.
Co. Phone 909.

.
1 For Wood, Cement ••
- • and Concrete Floors •

Queen; a daughter, Mrs. Dave
PeAther of Woodland Mills; his
oarentS, Mr:- and Mrs. C. 11..
Queen of Akron; a brother, Jim
Qbeen of Dayton; and four sisters, Mrs. W. T. Woods of Ridgeway, Ohio, Mrs. Robert Amrine
and Mrs. Eleanor Swisgood of
Belle Fontaine, Ohio, and Mrs.
Walter Doran of Ridgeway, O.

FOR SALE: Litteton seed wheat W. D. Queen Succumbs I Mr. Queen was born and reared in Ohio anci in 1927-came to
Ctean. Ready to sow. Neal
After Lingering Illness Fulton County to make his home.
ward.
He married Opal Hale, Dec. 17,
Services were held SaturdaY 1927. He and his family moved
WE REPAIR, rebuild or make
Funeral
at
Hornbeak
afternoon
frames
to Collinsville, Ill., for about 3
any kind of woodwork;
doors, boaf§, cabinets, etc. Horne here for. William Donald years and at this time he operatQueen,
who
died
Thursday
at
,
bake
ed
a fleet of trucks.
Shop,
Bruce Woodwork
; his home north of Fulton after
Because of failing health, he
street extension, Fulton.
several years' illness. Burial was returned to this county to make
SHARPEN DISC blades, mow- ' in Rock Springs Cemetery. .He his home near Crutchfield.
er blades, any kind of edged was 42.
H.), leaves his wife, Mrs. Opal
tools; Repair clocks, sewing
mowers,
gas
machines, lawn
%. •
motors, guns of any kind and
numerous other things.
Add a Penn
Leonard Holland. Located rear
of Laird-Gossum welding shop,
Fulton.

CLASSIFIED ADS

The
Readi

30c

The Lior
their live
each week
that it's e
tendance e
care for
days ... a
that Miste
put up fo
(Or she-)
non Ov.'en
just when
ed that it
the wrong
home in s
/
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stay with
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wards bat
next sojui
Being to,
special ol
Anyhos
a rabbit I
Lion ...

Bob Fot
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against S
School b
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children.
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a speedin
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children.
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a life.
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seem to
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welcome
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forward
with wk
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addition
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will be
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with.M
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usual a
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will be
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should

